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Connect with us...

Campground
Camaraderie
Share the gift we’ve been given

Some time ago I was attending an outdoor writers conference. The keynote
speaker was a hunter, angler, naturalist and historian. Moreover, he was an

RVer and an outdoor enthusiast.
He commented that, for all outdoor enthusiasts, the experience is essentially the

same, whether you are exploring in a tent, travel trailer or motorhome. We all share
the musty, sweet smell of the damp forest floor at dawn; the sunlight dancing off the
leaves from tree to tree; the melody of a bird’s song; the crackling of firewood spit by
the fire. We all share those experiences, regardless of our mode of abode or whether
we are there to hike, hunt, fish, bike, swim, paddle or shoot pictures.

These words came back to me earlier this summer while sharing my campfire.
Some were in a camping trailer much like mine, one in a motorhome, another few
in travel trailers of assorted sizes, and two were tent campers. We all shared good
conversation, food, drink and laughter. When it came time for all to turn in, the nice
couple in the tent bid farewell and went toward the west. Once they were out of
earshot, one of the others in the group offered up a comment not exactly compli-
mentary of the tent campers or their accommodations. As the unanswered question
hung and then faded into the still night air, he too retired for the night, but not be-
fore that same person tossed a now empty glass bottle into the fire pit.

The couple had a nice tent, it was a new, high-tech design with lightweight air-
craft-quality aluminum poles, bathtub style floors, high/low venting, a full-length
rain fly; it probably weighed 20 ounces, cost them half a week’s pay and will last a
decade if they take care of it. I would never deny anyone equal access — tent
campers, hunters, anglers, off-roaders, RVers or tree huggers — who are responsi-
bly pursuing his or her pleasure in the outdoors. And at that moment I didn’t feel
any great animosity toward the littering bottle thrower, either. What did bother me
was the all too apparent hypocrisy of the moment.

The experiences we remember, that bring us all back again, that we come to the
outdoors to experience; are essentially the same. They are the same for the tent
camper and the RVer. We should freely share the outdoors and those experiences
with others who visit responsibly, and should do so without prejudice. q

– Stuart Bourdon, editor-in-chief
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INSIDE: Readers On The Road

Want to see your favorite travel photos published in Trailer Life? Here’s how! We
want pictures of you and your rig in the most amazing places you’ve been, with the
story behind it, as well as your name, address, phone number and email, and you just
might end up in a new section. Send to: info@trailerlife.com or Readers On The Road,
Trailer Life, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N. #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447.
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FACEBOOK POLL

LETTERS 
SEPTEMBER

LETTEROF THEMONTH

Write to: Trailer Life, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N., Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 55447
or e-mail info@trailerlife.com. Please include your full name and location.TALK TO US!

Seeking Better Directions
I enjoy reading Trailer Life. Articles such as the tire guide in the July issue
helped answer many of my questions. I hope you can help me now with one
about GPS units. On my last excursion to Pennsylvania, I often relied on my
ION GPS for directions. Many times it would direct me to narrow streets in the
city. Towing a fifth-wheel behind me, I was not always pleased with these di-
rections. I later found that if I ignored its early instructions and let it recalcu-
late that a more suitable road would become available. I have tried to
program it to ignore small roads but could not find a setting. I did set the ve-
hicle type to be a bus but it did not change anything, it still directed to small
roads. Do other RVers have this problem? If so what is a solution? My uncle is
a long-haul trucker and suggested getting a GPS at a Flying J or Pilot service
station. He says those are specific to truckers and do not direct to small
roads. Is that my only solution?  – Don Vaillancourt, Via email

» Here are a few GPS units that are designed for RVers
like yourself, Don. The Magellan RoadMate Pro 9165T has
a 7-inch high-resolution WVGA screen, customizable
routes based on vehicle length, width, weight and height.
The RoadMate Pro 9165T also includes a Trailer Life di-

rectory and Bluetooth connection to use as hands-free speakerphone. MSRP: $399.99.
Magellan; 800-707-9971, www.magellangps.com. The Rand McNally TripMaker RVND
5510 GPS has a loudspeaker, 5-inch color screen and includes propane, height and
weight restrictions and turn preference for 11 different RV types. MSRP: $269.99.
Rand McNally; 800-333-0136, www.randmcnally.com.

Wandering History Buffs
When we go out with our travel
trailer, we like to visit historic and
scenic sites, and your articles on
Michigan’s unsung scenery really was
a hit with us. I also like the technical
articles.  After having our lightweight
23-foot travel trailer pounded (and
sometimes damaged) by rough roads,
we are looking for ways to upgrade
the suspension on the next trailer we
plan to buy.
Raymond Waugh, Volcano, Calif.

Jeff’s Favorite Stuff
Thank you for an always-interesting
magazine! We’ve been subscribers
since 1997 when we bought our first
travel trailer and have enjoyed the
magazine ever since. Some of my 
favorites include the RV tests, travel
articles and the special articles like
the ones in the current issue on Wally
Byam, and tires.

Always interesting, well written
and informative. Well done!
Jeff Livingston (No relation to Bob)
York Springs, Pa.

Home State Blues
There are abundant lakes and camp-
grounds in our home state of Ken-
tucky and we have a 40-foot
fifth-wheel toy-hauler and take our
motorcycle with us. The problem is we
can’t find a campsite that accommo-
dates us unless we reserve it six
months in advance. A former
coworker would get up at midnight six
months in advance to reserve certain
spots! It’s difficult for us to make
reservations that far in advance be-
cause we want to plan to take our
grandchildren on many of our trips

and my husband is on-call some
weekends. So instead of staying within
our home state we have to drive sev-
eral hours out of state to go RVing.
Some friends jokingly say, “you need
to get a smaller camper.” Why? I
would say 80 percent of the campsites
are too small. How do people that
have larger fifth-wheels and Class A’s
deal with it? I get so upset when trying
to reserve something, even with a
handicapped placard.

Our favorite place is Land 
Between the Lakes in western Ken-
tucky. Rough River Lake is about an
hour away, but the state park there
never has any large spots open. We
have tried Dale Hollow Lake and Lake
Cumberland — no sites available. So
we continue to go out of state. 
Geraldine Hager, Vine Grove, Ky.

Correction
In a product spotlight covering the
Maxxis M8008 ST Radial tire on Page
59 of the August 2012 issue of Trailer
Life magazine, an MSRP price was in-
advertently published. If you’d like
more information about these tires,
call 1-800-4-MAXXIS or visit the Maxxis
website at www.maxxistires.com. We
regret any inconvenience this may have
caused. q

YOUR OPINIONS, STORIES AND FEEDBACK

Holiday weekends at
campgrounds are …

55%Too crowded,
and best avoided

29% Fun! The more the merrier
16% Challenging — open sites
are few and far between

YOU SOUGHT, WE FOUND:

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.maxxistires.com


YOUR RV ISN’T A CAR. DON’T INSURE IT LIKE ONE.  
Progressive covers your RV in ways auto policies don’t. So if you ever get in an 
accident and need to leave your RV at the shop for repairs, we’ll cover the cost of 
your hotel. Keeping family trips on the road, now that’s Progressive.

1-800-PROGRESSIVE  |  LOCAL AGENT  |  PROGRESSIVE.COM

Progressive Casualty Ins. Co. & affiliates. Emergency Expense coverage is subject to policy terms.  11D00458 (06/11)
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WHY NO CIVIL WAR
REENACTMENTS? 
As the National Park Service com-
memorates the 150th anniversary of
the Civil War through 2015, park visi-
tors can take part in hundreds of edu-
cational events. One thing you won’t
see at any National Park, though, is a
battle reenactment. NPS doesn’t
allow them for three reasons: re-
source protection, visitor safety and
respect for those who fought and died
on America’s battlefields. 
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by Tom Kaiser

ficer Andrew Foote and relatively ob-
scure brigadier general Ulysses S.
Grant, was planned for February. 

It came on a frigid February 14, as
Grant’s 15,000 troops nearly encircled
the fort and Foote’s ironclad and tim-
ber-clad gunboats began lobbing iron
valentines from the river. Two days
later, Confederate Brigadier General
Simon Buckner asked for terms of
surrender. Grant replied that only un-
conditional surrender was acceptable,
earning himself the nickname “Un-
conditional Surrender” Grant, a pro-
motion to major general and
eventually a promotion to commander
of all Union armies. 

As a result of the battle, the South
was forced to give up much of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and the rivers
and railroads in the area became vital
supply lines for the Federals.

Fort Donelson was made a na-
tional battlefield in March 1928. Today

NEWS | EVENTS | PEOPLE | PLACES | PARKS | RV TRENDS

AROUND
THE BEND

Iron Valentines
Tennessee’s Fort Donelson was pivotal in the Civil War

it also includes a visitor center open
daily, and a self-guided driving tour
with placards at nearly a dozen sites:
the Confederate Monument, Fort
Donelson, River Batteries with eight
32-pounder cannons and one 10-inch
Columbiad, Union Camp and National
Cemetery just east among others.

For more information, contact Fort
Donelson National Battlefield, P.O. Box
434, Dover, TN, 37058, 931-232-5706;
www.nps.gov/fodo. — Pamela Selbert

Today, Fort Donelson National Battle-
field in western Tennessee, high above
the Cumberland River, is a quiet world
of stately oaks, stone monuments and
nearly 3 miles of grassy ridges — the
remains of the earthworks thrown up
by Confederate troops and slaves dur-
ing the first year of the Civil War.

Nine months into the war, the
South seemed invincible, as the North
had yet to win a major victory. Attempts
to crack the Confederate western de-
fense line had largely failed. But recon-
naissance in January 1862 convinced
Union commanders that the line might
be broken at Forts Henry and Donel-
son, which guarded the Tennessee and
Cumberland rivers.

Poorly positioned Fort Henry fell
quickly. The remaining nearly 2,500
men escaped east to Fort Donelson,
where the Confederates had the high
ground. An attack on Donelson by the

joint forces of Flag Of-

Ulysses “Unconditional Surrender” Grant
On February 16, 1862, Confederate General Simon B. Buckner surrendered Fort Donelson to Ulysses
Grant. Several years later, Buckner would serve as the Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
In 1885, he served as pallbearer to his old friend Ulysses Grant, who was the 18th president of the
United States from 1869 to 1877. -National Park Service

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.nps.gov/fodo
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NEWSWIRE

Taxing Time
As California struggles with
chronic budget deficits, efforts
are underway to keep the
state’s 66 parks open as fund-
ing dries up. Voters in
Tuolumne County rejected
adding a 10 percent tax to pri-
vate campgrounds, RV parks
and houseboats. It was de-
signed to fund its fairgrounds
and the Railtown 1897 State
Historic Park. 

Booming Rentals 
The RV rental industry is hav-
ing its best year ever, accord-
ing to Allstar Coaches, thanks
partly to soaring airfare prices.
Even with fuel prices declin-
ing, the cost of air travel con-
tinues to rise, reaching levels
travelers haven’t seen since
the Airline Deregulation Act in
1978. Allstar, a luxury RV
rental outfit, reported its high-
est volume since 2006.

Winnebago’s Largest
Retailer
Camping World announced its
position as the world’s largest
Winnebago retailer with more
than $150 million in sales.
Camping World is the overall
top motorized Winnebago re-
tailer accounting for 25.5 per-
cent of Winnebago’s net
revenue according to Win-
nebago’s most recent quar-
terly 10-Q filing.

Post-Recession Spike
RV shipments continued to
trend upward in 2012 despite a
jittery economy and elevated
fuel prices according to data
collected by Recreation Vehi-
cle Industry Association. Ship-
ments to retailers in March
reached 28,100 — the best
March since 2008. In February,
manufacturers shipped 24,600
units, the industry’s best two-
month period since 2008.

FUNDING

Atlanta Arts Festival
Heading to the Southeast? If so, stop
in on the Atlanta Arts Festival taking
place September 15-16 in Piedmont
Park located next door to the At-
lanta Botanical Garden. The Festi-
val will feature fine arts and crafts
from throughout the region. It was
recently ranked 16 out of 200 art shows in the country.
The nearest RV park, the Atlanta Marietta RV Resort Park, is
less than 30 minutes north off I-75. 770-941-9660, 
www.atlantaartsfestival.com.

No More Mud
Keep mud off your trailer — and
protect against damage from
road debris flying off your truck
tires — with the XD Universal Fit
Mud Flap. It can be used with all
hitches. The Universal Fit Mud Flap can be easily removed
when not in use, and quickly reinstalled by inserting a single
pin. Pivoting arms give owners 17 inches of adjustment to
perfectly position the flaps. Price is $259.99 (2-inch re-
ceiver), $269.99 (2.5-inch receiver). For more information
contact 888-310-6037 or www.inventivehitches.com.

AROUND
THE BEND

Need space for your toys, without sac-
rificing living space? Jayco’s all-new
Seismic toy-hauler fifth-wheel offers
upscale amenities, residential-style
furniture and plenty of space with a
spacious rear cargo garage that can
convert into a bunkroom, patio deck or
dining space. Up front is a unique, con-
toured front cap, and its appearance

can be customized with three paint
schemes. Inside, a deluxe kitchen in-
cludes toe-kick lighting, high-end vinyl
flooring, pendant lighting and high-
gloss kitchen countertops with an
under-mounted stainless-steel sink.
The master bedroom comes standard

with a 60-by-80-inch mattress with a
2-inch topside pad, additional air-con-
ditioning ducts, a 22-inch LCD HDTV
and a walk-in closet.  The Seismic’s
MSRP ranges from a base of $71,250
to $79,100, depending on model.
Jayco: 574-825-5861, www.jayco.com.

Seismic Fifth-
Wheel Hauler

INDUSTRY RETAIL ECONOMY
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WEB-EXCLUSIVE

Gain special subscriber-only access
to more detailed information, extra
photos and videos about new-product
installs and trailer and tow-vehicle tests. 

Get sneak peeks
at upcoming covers  
before they hit 
newsstands. 

VIP ACCESS

BLOGS

RV LINKS

Join our RV Blog-O-Sphere for
exclusive commentary, reviews and
photos — where Trailer Life and
others blog about all things RV. 

Browse through our RV Links section
for additional information about the
best campgrounds, services and other
info from the Good Sam family.

Trailer Life editors take you inside
the industry with the latest in RV
news and offer a forum so you can
ask the experts for tips on RV
maintenance and new products.

Sign up for Trailer Life magazine’s
RSS feed to receive instant news,
articles and updates.

Fishing for Novices
Spread the joy of fishing and move from
novice to seasoned expert with The
Smart Guide to Freshwater Fishing by
Mike Seymour, operator of Captain
Mike’s Fishing Charters on the St.
Lawrence River. The book is easy-to-
read, focuses on newcomers and
teaches budding anglers about equip-
ment, where to go and how, exactly, they
can catch fish. Topics include casting,
drifting, trolling, setting the hook, landing
the fish, fly fishing, ice fishing and even
how to prepare and eat your catch.
$18.95, Smart Guide Publications.
www.smartguidepublications.com.

Sen. Klobuchar Awarded
by Outdoor Community
U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar was presented with the 2012 Shel-
don Coleman Great Outdoors Award, the recreation community’s
most prestigious award, at a Great Outdoors Week celebration on
June 6. The award is presented to individuals whose personal ef-
forts have substantially contributed to enhancing outdoor experi-
ences across America. 

A panel of 100 national recreation community leaders chose
Senator Klobuchar to be this year’s winner. The award was cre-
ated in 1989 to honor the life-long efforts of Sheldon Coleman,
whose engineering, marketing and advocacy talents made cool-
ers, lanterns and tents bearing his name ubiquitous on Amer-
ica’s public lands. Senator Klobuchar is the fifth woman, and the
first woman serving in Congress, to receive the honor.

Senator Klobuchar’s selection reflects widespread enthusi-
asm within the recreation community for her efforts supporting
recreation. “She has been especially active in supporting recre-
ation programs aided by provisions of the nation’s surface trans-
portation program,” according to American Recreation Coalition
President Derrick Crandall.

This month's Web Exclusive is a
Trailer Life interview with Airstream
CEO Bob Wheeler, who talks about his
expansion plans, new RV technologies
and the future of the industry in the
United States and abroad.

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.smartguidepublications.com
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http://www.twitter.com/trailerlifemag
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Shower Power
Reader Sam Ballard was having diffi-
culty resolving a problem involving a
dispute over a warranty issue with an
insurance provider. RV Action Line’s
goal is to serve as a third-party facilita-
tor in promoting amicable resolutions,
so a copy of this letter, with copies of all
of Ballard’s receipts and notes, and a
request for resolution was sent to Inter-
state National Dealer Services.

» In May of 2005, we bought a new Ever-
est 363 fifth-wheel trailer and at the same
time purchased a 7-year extended war-
ranty from Start Travel Trailer Service. We
bought its Diamond coverage, which is the
best package, for $1,580.

In November of 2011, we noticed a
large crack in the bottom of our 3-foot-
by-3-foot stand-up shower pan next the
drain. Water was leaking out under the
pan getting the surrounding floor and
carpet wet. I contacted Interstate and
requested a shower pan, which I would
install myself with help. I was informed
that Interstate would only deal with a
certified repairman and that person
would have to perform all the work.

I contacted a repairman who pointed
out smaller cracks in the shower pan
around the drain that I had not seen be-
fore and called Interstate, but was told
that the shower pan was not covered. I
then called Interstate with my contract
in hand and read from it

Hit the Road With
PAY-AS-YOU-GO TV

only from

For dates, times and 
more information, visit

http://www.gsevents.com/rv-shows.cfm

SEE THE DISH 
DISPLAY AT THESE 

RV/OUTDOOR SHOWS

New Mexico RV, Boat & Travel Show

Colorado RV Adventure Travel Show 

Chicago Boat, RV and Outdoors Show

Washington Camping RV Expo

New Jersey RV and Camping Show

Mid America RV Show

Minneapolis/ St. Paul RV,  
Vacation & Camping Show

Richmond Camping RV Expo

Kansas Sports, Boat & Travel Show

N.C. RV & Camping Show 

Atlantic City RV & Camping Show

Colorado RV, Sports, Boat & Travel Show

Rhode Island RV & Camping Show

Virginia RV & Boat Show

Summer Boat & RV Super Sale 

North Carolina Fall RV Show & Sale

Big East Powersports Show

Rocky Mountain Snowmobile Expo

Fall Atlantic City RV Show

St. Paul Ice Fishing & Winter Sports Show
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(continued on pg. 14)

Insurance Gap
» My wife and I are Good Sam Members and have been
for a few years now. We enjoy the benefits of member-
ship and the great articles in the magazine. I’m writing
to you about an issue we have run into with RV Wholesalers
(RVW) in Ohio. We bought our 2010 Keystone Passport GT from
them, as it was a much better deal then we could find in
Massachusetts. During the sale, they explained if we pay $2,000 for a warranty,
and did not use it, we could get that money refunded.

Fast forward to this spring 2012. My wife and I decided to upgrade to a
fifth-wheel toy-hauler so we could bring our motorcycle with us on our RVing
adventures. We traded in the Passport and put in a cancellation/reimburse-
ment claim through RVW and were told we should see the check come back
from the warranty company, Phoenix American. I called the company to see
when we should be expecting the check and was told that our warranty was
not held with them. When calling back to RVW, I was then told that my war-
ranty was held by Pro Guard, now out of business, and there was nothing I
could do to get my reimbursement.

The issue I have is that Pro Guard stopped paying out its warranty claims
back in 2007, yet RVW still used them to sell us a warranty in 2010. Now they
will not stand behind the customer and do what’s right. I’m not expecting any-
thing to come of this, but I want to warn people to be very careful when dealing
with RVW and don’t let them talk you into a contract that they will not honor. I’ve
emailed the owners and have yet to receive a reply.

Sincerely, Sean O’Connell

Editor’s Note: The O’Connells sent us an update on their dispute with RV
Wholesalers:
» We just want to update you on the outcome of this. RV Wholesalers came
through for us, sort of. They are sending half the money on the warranty. We
are very grateful and pleased that they decided to stand by us. We have always
talked highly of them, and by doing this it confirms to us that they are an up-
standing company. We will keep you posted on further developments.
Cathy and Sean O’Connell

http://www.trailerlife.com
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REMOTE CONTROL

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE 
3 YEAR WARRANTY

800-400-2806 • paceedwards.com

Travel is carefree when your bed is secured with a 
weather resistant Pace Edwards Retractable Truck Bed Cover. 

Unhook and go with easy truck bed access.

Bedlocker Electric® shown. 
Also available in manual models. TAKE ACTION » After exhausting all

other resources without success, please forward
information with copies of appropriate bills
and correspondence to RV Action Line, 3300
Fernbrook Lane N, Suite 200, Minneapolis,
MN 55447. Please include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. No phone calls, please.

where the shower pan was covered. The
customer service representative then
agreed and told me to have the repair-
man call back and that Interstate would
take care of the repair.

The repairman called back and told
Interstate that the hole in the floor under
the pan was too large for the drainpipe
going through it and the pipe was cen-
tered and touching the edge of the hole
but there was no support under the pan
around the drain and that was why it
cracked. The repairman was again told
the shower pan would be covered.

I called Interstate back and was told
that the large hole was a manufac-
turer’s defect and they had multiple
complaints about it and that I needed to
contact Keystone about this. Keystone
warranty service told me they knew
nothing about this and the warranty on
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(continued from pg. 12) my trailer expired long ago.
So I contacted the manufacturer of

the shower pan, it sent me a replacement
for $115, plus $57.50 for shipping costs. I
paid a carpenter friend $100 to help me
install it and fill in the oversized hole. 

I think Interstate should be held ac-
countable for my expenses. What did I
pay Interstate for? The most unaccept-
able part of the entire experience was
the way they kept changing their posi-
tion in order to keep from paying their
obligation. Any assistance in the matter
would be greatly appreciated.
Samuel and Blanche Ballard, Townsend, Ga.

We recently received this note from 
Ballard:
» Thank you for contacting Interstate
National Dealer Services on my behalf.
They turned me down on my insurance
claim, but after your communications

with them, they changed their minds
and sent me a check for $272.50 to
cover the repair including parts, ship-
ping and labor. My case was closed until
you came to my aid. Thank you again,
and keep up the good work!

Delam Whammy
» My 2008 Heartland Sundance fifth-
wheel began to show delamination on
the side right under the refrigerator
vent in September, so I contacted my
dealer, General RV of Birch Run. The
dealer told me that it was a factory
issue, so I contacted Heartland, but was
told by two separate people that we
would have to pay for the repair of the
delamination caused by the dripping
water because the trailer was out of
warranty, and because we had not
caulked around the vent like we were
supposed to. This seems excessive. Can
you help?
Thomas Bouchey, Hillman, Mich.

Here is an excerpt from Heartland
Recreational Vehicles, LLC Customer
Service correspondence to RV Action
Line concerning Bouchey’s request:

THE COMPANY RESPONDED

Mr. Bouchey contacted Heartland re-
questing assistance on the repairs to
the sidewall of the unit. During the con-
versation, the customer stated that
there was no sealant around the refrig-
erator vent and that was the cause of
the water damage. I stated to the cus-
tomer that per his owner’s manual it is
his responsibility to maintain and reseal
the unit and prevent damages such as
this. I advised the customer that due to
the unit being 2.5 years outside of war-
ranty and that per the customer’s own
admission, the sealant has not been
maintained that Heartland would have
to respectfully decline any type of cover-
age on the repairs. q

(Interstate National Dealer Services) turned me down
on my insurance claim, but after your communications

with them, they changed their minds...

http://www.trailerlife.com
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Relax. Convenience is affordable.
Towable RVs are made for enjoying the convenience of home on the road. With a 
built-in generator, you just push a button to power your AC, TV, fridge, etc. No need 
to go outside in bad weather to deal with a cumbersome portable generator. Plus, 
you can always count on your Cummins Onan to be the quiet one.

So whether you’re shopping for a towable RV, or thinking about retrofi tting your 
current model with a generator, check out powertotrailers.com.
See how affordable convenience can be.

Lift your spirits instead 
of your generator.

RV QG 5500

Performance you rely on.
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by Stuart Bourdon

Migration, Birds and Glass
What you need to know for your next bird adventure

A utumn is the perfect time for
birding, one of America’s
fastest-growing outdoor pur-

suits. It is also the second of the year’s
two migratory seasons, when millions
of avian travelers are spending weeks
at a time winging their way across the
landscape, from southern climes
where they were growing up and get-
ting strong and fat toward northern
winter mating and nesting destina-
tions. Libraries full of good guidebooks
are available (we are especially fond of
the Peterson Field Guide Series, paper
and digital versions are available) to
help you develop a keen eye for identi-
fying the difference between an Ameri-
can pelican and an anhinga.

Just about everywhere can be a
good birding location, including your
own backyard or a local, regional,
state or national park. However,
some destinations are better than
others. Here are five of our favorite
bird-watching locations across the
United States:

HAWK MOUNTAIN SANCTUARY, PA.
Perched upon a 300-mile-long hog’s
back mountain near Reading, Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary, is a hot spot for
predatory birds. The 2,400-acre pre-
serve is considered by some as the
best place in the United States to see
raptors, and the prime viewing spot is
North Lookout, just one mile from the
visitor center. Black vulture, bald,
eagle, osprey, Cooper’s hawk and
American kestrel are highlights. 
610-756-6961,
www.hawkmountain.org. 

J.N. “DING” DARLING NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE, FLA.
North of the famous Everglades, and
just next door to scenic Sanibel, the
compact 6,000-or-so-acre refuge
might bring you 250 bird species in a
day during the winter. Darling is a mix
of ocean, mangrove thickets, wet-
lands and upland forest. The site
also features an observation
tower. American bittern, wood

stork and roseate spoonbill can be
found here. 239-472-1100,
www.fws.gov/dingdarling.

FELSENTHAL NATIONAL
WILDLIFE REFUGE, ARK.
It just so happens that two of the
largest migratory flyways across North
America, the Central and the 
Mississippi, converge on top of this
state, and it’s dense with hardwood
forests, rivers, creeks, sloughs and
lakes — all prime bird country. Our
first choice is the 65,000-acre Felsen-
thal Refuge near West Crossett, which
is highlighted by the 15,000-acre
Felsenthal Pool. During recent years,
its surface has been covered by more
than 300,000 wintering waterfowl. 
870-364-3167, www.fws.gov/felsenthal.

SONNY BONO SALTON SEA 
NATIONAL REFUGE, CALIF.
The Salton Sea, just south of Palm
Springs, is considered a globally sig-
nificant bird habitat, but is also an 
accident. Formed when Imperial Val-
ley irrigation canals suffered a series

Hawk!The Ferruginous Hawk
is North America’s

largest hawk and is found

in open, arid regions.

OUTDOORSMAN: BIRDING 411
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of breaks, allowing the Colorado River
to flood the then-Salton Sink during
1905-1906, the 35-mile long “sea” and
surrounding briny habitat include about
38,000 acres of open water and salt
marsh. During the winter months, the
Salton Sea attracts a total of around 4
million birds, and more than 380
species have been recorded. 
760-348-5278, www.fws.gov/saltonsea.

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK, WASH.
Nearly 95 percent of Olympic National
Park’s almost 1 million acres is wilder-
ness. The terrain and habitat of this
park on the Olympic Peninsula, west of
Seattle, is so diverse that visitors can
drive from fog-shrouded coastline
though temperate rainforest and over
snow-capped mountain passes in this
park alone. Ruby Beach is home to
dozens of shore bird species and pink
sand made up of tiny garnet crystals.
The Hoh Rain Forest (American dipper,
varied thrush, pileated woodpecker, or
the endangered spotted owl) is a land-
scape of moss-covered trees and tropi-
cal ferns. 360-565-3130,
www.nps.gov/olym.

No matter where you are, observa-
tions of these beautiful, interesting, and
often rare bird species can be difficult, if
not impossible without the aid of magni-
fying optics such as binoculars. Here we
gathered a quartet of high-quality
binoculars to help you find just the right
one for your birding adventures:

NIKON TRAVELITE VI SERIES 

The Nikon Travelite is compact, light-
weight and easy to carry. Available in
8x25, 10x25 and 12x25 configurations,
these models feature Nikon’s bright,
multicoated optics and BAK-4 high-
index prisms, delivering a brighter,
sharper view during critical early and
late periods of the day. The Travelite
features turn-and-slide eyecups and a

central focus knob; enhanced er-
gonomics and aspherical eyepiece
lenses for an enhanced field of view.
MSRP: 8x: $99.99, 10x: $109.95,
12x: $119.95. Nikon: 
631-547-4200,
www.nikon.com.

BUSHNELL TROPHY
XLT
Bushnell’s affordable Trophy
XLT Binoculars have a sleek, er-
gonomic build with fast focus ca-
pability, making these binoculars
perfect for checking out wildlife on
the move. The Dura-Grip coating with
soft touch thumb grips makes them
easy to hold for longer periods of time.
The fully multi-coated lenses feature
lead-free glass for greater clarity and
light transmission. Trophy series binoc-
ulars are 100 percent waterproof and
fogproof. Each pair also comes with a
set of flip-up objective lens covers.
MSRP: 10x28: $99.99, 8x32: $119.99,
8x42: $189.99, 10x42: $199.99, 12x50:
$219.99. Bushnell: 
800-423-3537, www.bushnell.com.

ZEISS CONQUEST 
8X30
The Conquest
8x30 is a good
binocular for
those who prefer
mid-size glass.
Zeiss’ proprietary multi-
coating on the lenses and its phase-
coatings on the prisms improve light
transmission for bright, sharp images
and enhanced twilight vision. And the
17.46-ounce, rugged Conquest binocu-
lars are ergonomically designed for

comfort during extended use in the
field. MSRP: $649.99. Zeiss; 800-441-
3005, www.zeiss.com

CELESTRON 10X50
NATURE SERIES
The Nature Series from Celestron fea-
ture an open-frame style with a rugged
aluminum main body and a rubber cov-
ering for additional protection. Signifi-
cant features include fully multi-coated
optics and high-precision BAK-4
prisms to enhance the optical quality
with maximum contrast and color ren-
dition. Twist-up eyecups provide easy
adjustment. The Nature series is wa-
terproof, and nitrogen purged to be fog
proof. MSRP: $115.95. Celestron; 
310-803-5955, www.celestron.com. q
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The Bighorn River is a tailwater, which means the water temperature doesn’t fluctuate like a freestone river, and rarely freezes.  This
means float and wade fishing is available year round, and anglers can be found on the water 365 days a year.  — NPS.

by Len Cousineau

DID YOU KNOW?

Overflowing with Activities
Wyoming and Montana share this RVing hot spot

THIS LAND: BIGHORN CANYON NATIONAL RECREATION AREA 

For millions of years, the waterway
that today bisects northern

Wyoming and southern Montana
flowed north, carving a deep canyon
that made interacting with the river
dangerous for the people who later
would inhabit the river’s banks. Yet the
Bighorn River became downright
friendly to travelers and locals once
the Yellowtail Dam was built in 1968,
near Fort Smith, Mont. 

In addition to providing hydroelec-
tric power, doling out water for irriga-
tion and controlling floods, the dam
created 71-mile-long Bighorn Lake,
the focal point of Bighorn Canyon Na-
tional Recreation Area. The region
nearly overflows with scenery and
outdoor activities, all designed for vis-
itors to enjoy. 

Montana and Wyoming have long
been known as prime RV destinations,
but during their explorations of the big-
name attractions in the region visitors
may be tempted to skip Bighorn

Canyon Recreation Area. This would be
a mistake, particularly to fans of
wildlife, since black bears, wild horses,
mountain lions, mule deer and the
namesake bighorn sheep inhabit the
region, and more than 200 species of
birds either live there or pass through. 

The lake and river are, of course,
the main attractions. Afterbay Camp-
ground, with its 28 sites on the south
shore of the afterbay near Fort Smith,
makes for a good base from which to
explore. Boating of every kind is im-
mensely popular on Bighorn Lake
since the waterway features numer-
ous coves to be explored by power-
boats, canoes and kayaks.

Anglers plying either Bighorn Lake
or the Bighorn River will likely be
awed by the possibilities: Yellow
perch, carp, catfish, ling, crappie,
walleye and brown and rainbow trout
all inhabit Bighorn Lake. The Bighorn
River is also known as a world-class
trout fishery, anglers have caught 38

species of fish in the river. This abun-
dance means than an angler’s biggest
problem in the region will be deciding
which species to target. 

Amateur geologists should not
miss the ridge at Horseshoe Bend,
where five distinct rock layers are ex-
posed. And four visitor centers exist
within the recreation area, spread out
for easy access. q

Bighorn Canyon National
Recreation Area: 
(406) 666-2412, www.nps.gov/bica.
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THE SCENIC ROUTE:

PACIFIC COAST
SCENIC BYWAY
When traveling the Oregon coast, it turns out
the stunning views are not the main attraction

THE ROADS LESS TRAVELED
Our 12-month expedition, which we’ve
dubbed “The Scenic Route,” is designed
to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of the
National Scenic Byways program
(www.byways.org). So we thought it was
only fitting to start here in Oregon on
one of the first routes to achieve this
special designation from the Federal
Highway Administration.

The Pacific Coast Scenic Byway
stretches 363 miles from California’s

Standing 500 feet above the crashing waves and rugged cliffs of the Oregon
coast, I am struck by a somewhat counterintuitive notion. As inspiring as
this panorama is, my family and I aren't necessarily here for the scenery.

In fact, if this first trip in our yearlong quest to explore America’s scenic byways is any
indication, the jaw-dropping views from roadside turnouts like this are only half the story.

coastal redwoods to the Washington
border at the mouth of the Columbia
River. Along the way this undulating rib-
bon of asphalt took us past strikingly
beautiful stretches of rocky coastline,
bucolic rural scenes and small seaside
towns fronting miles of wide, sandy
beaches.

And yet, as different as it was from
many of the other 150 scenic byways on
the list, all these iconic roads share a
number of important qualities that

make them ideal RVing destinations. 
For starters, they are almost by defi-

nition the roads less traveled, places
where traffic jams are all but unheard of
and national fast food chains have
scarcely gotten a toe-hold. They are also
places where the forces of natural and
man-made history intersect, often with
fascinating results. Then there are the
abundant recreational opportunities —
in this specific case everything from
world-class beachcombing to mountain
biking — that can’t be overlooked. Last
but certainly not least is the scenery.
Oregon can hold its own with anything

story and photos by Alan Rider

The Pacific Coast Scenic
Byway stretches 363

miles from California’s
coastal redwoods to the

Washington border.
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on the face of the planet. 
In short, these roads are the very

definition of the scenic route, roads cho-
sen as much for the pure pleasure of
driving them than their sheer efficiency
at delivering us from Point A to Point B.

GOT SAND?
We began our trip on the Pacific Coast
Scenic Byway by following Highway 101
north across the border into the south-
ernmost towns of Brookings and Gold
Beach, known for mild weather and a
sea stack-studded coastline. While this
gorgeous meeting of land and sea is
generally the first thing that comes to
mind when people think of the Oregon
coast, we pushed on to experience what
in many ways is an even more remark-
able natural wonder. 

Being the father of a teenage boy
means constantly being on the lookout for
activities with a suitable cool factor and,
for my son, not much ranks higher on that
scale than riding an ATV like it’s a free-
spirited bronco. Fortunately for us, the 40-
mile Oregon Dunes National Recreation
Area that runs between North Bend and
Florence provides a perfect playground for
this kind of four-wheel rodeo. 

Spinreel Dune Buggy & ATV Rentals
(541-759-3313, www.ridetheore-
gondunes.com) set my wife and I up
with a side-by-side two-seater while my
son opted for the independence of a tra-
ditional quad. Once suitably briefed and
outfitted we headed for the dunes where
we spent hours climbing the gentler
slopes of these colossal sand piles,
some of which are as tall as a 50-story
building. At the top we were rewarded
with views of the largest coastal sand
dunes, coastal lakes and the blue wa-
ters of the Pacific. 

If you find the idea of renting your
own ATV intimidating, there are also a
number of guided tour operations that
will allow you to get first-hand look at
this dramatic landscape while letting
someone else do the driving. 

UP IN THE AIR
Admittedly there’s no shortage of im-
pressive viewpoints along the Pacific
Coast Scenic Byway. I can tell you from
personal experience, however, that not
all of them are created equal. 

We came to this conclusion shortly

after lifting off from Apex Heli's base
(541-997-3270, www.apexheli.com) at
the city of Florence’s sleepy airport. Our
pilot smoothly climbed to 500 feet as he
headed north along the coastline toward
the Cape Creek Bridge and historic
Heceta Head lighthouse. Built in 1894

on an isolated rocky headland 100 feet
above a sandy cove, the still-active light-
house is considered to be one of the
most picturesque of its kind. 

Though the folks at Apex Heli offer
several options for these half-hour flight-
seeing tours, I would highly recommend

BEFORE YOU GO
Despite its remoteness, traveling the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway is relatively easy,
with fuel stations and grocery stores located in most of the larger towns. Finding a
place to spend the night is equally straightforward, with plenty of inexpensive pub-
lic campgrounds and affordable RV parks from which to choose. We found these
three to be especially well placed for exploring the surrounding area:

The Mill Casino RV Park (North Bend): 541-756-8800, www.themillcasino.com

Logan Road RV Park (Lincoln City): 877-564-2678, www.loganroadrvpark.com

Cannon Beach RV Resort (Cannon Beach): 800-847-2231, www.cbrvresort.com

(Top) Riding ATVs in
Oregon’s dunes was
fun, but flying
(Lower left) over
them afforded beau-
tiful views of North
America’s largest
coastal sand dune
complex, isolated
tree islands coastal
lakes and the Pa-
cific. (Lower right)
We learned the art of
glassblowing and
took home hand-
made momentos.  
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The Blue Heron French Cheese Company offers
samples of gourmet cheese, mustard, hot sauce
and wine. The kids can enjoy the petting zoo.

UNFORGETTABLE
EXPERIENCES

Jerry’s Rogue Jets
Gold Beach
www.roguejets.com
This local institution offers visitors
an easy way to experience the
beauty of the federally designated
wild-and-scenic Rogue River. Daily
jetboat tours take passengers as
much as 104 miles upriver through
whitewater and rugged canyons in
an outing that is equal parts sedate
nature tour and thrill ride. 

West Coast Game Park Safari
Bandon
www.gameparksafari.com
For more than 40 years, this 21-
acre park south of Bandon offers
visitors a chance to interact with
hundreds of surprisingly approach-
able exotic animals ranging from
tigers and snow leopards to bison
and camels. A highlight is the al-
ways-changing collection of new
cubs from the park’s captive breed-
ing programs available for petting
and bottle-feeding.

Whale Research EcoExcursions
Depoe Bay
www.oregonwhales.com
Unlike most whale-watching trips
that herd large crowds onto bigger
boats for what often ends up feel-
ing like little more than an ex-
tended scenic cruise, small groups
board these small and nimble Zo-
diac powerboats to meet the
whales — most of which the ac-
companying marine biologist can
identify by sight. 

Aero Legends Biplane Rides
Florence
www.aerolegends.com
Experience a unique opportunity to
enjoy an earlier era of aviation with
rides in a 1944 Stearman biplane.
Choose to fly north past the pictur-
esque Heceta Head lighthouse,
south over the dunes or a little of
both with these customizable “Just
Flying” packages.

our route as an outstanding way to get a
perspective on this stunning landscape. 

FEELING THE HEAT
While many of the small towns here have
no shortage of shops peddling t-shirts
and refrigerator magnets, I’m a sucker
for souvenirs of a more do-it-yourself
nature. So when I heard that the folks at
Lincoln City’s Jennifer Sears Glass Art
Studio (541-996-2569, www.jen-
nifersearsglassart.com) were willing to
let a five-thumbed artist like me try
glassblowing, well, I couldn’t resist. 

Given the fact that the art of glass-
blowing can take years to master, my in-
structor allowed me to take a remarkably
hands-on role in everything from gather-
ing the molten glass from the furnace
(“hotter than a volcano,” she nonchalantly
informed me) on the end of the blow-pipe
to rolling the red-hot blob in small
chunks of colorful glass first to shaping it
with gentle puffs of air. The cantaloupe-
sized globe now hangs in our kitchen
window, giving me both a pleasant re-
minder of our time here and the satisfac-
tion of knowing that I created something
beautiful with my own two hands. 

CHEESY IS GOOD
Continuing north, the Pacific Coast Sce-
nic Byway turns inland as it meanders
through the national forest and small
dairy farms before emerging in the bay-
front town of Tillamook. Among its
other claims to fame, this small burgh
is best known for being the home to one
of the West Coast’s largest dairy- and
cheese-making operations. 

We immersed ourselves in this cen-
tury-old local industry at the Blue Heron
French Cheese Company (503-842-

8281, www.blueheronoregon.com)
where we sampled

a tasty assortment of gourmet brie and
blue cheese, mustard, hot sauce, wine
and more.

NOT DISMAL
Leaving Tillamook, we headed north to-
ward the town of Seaside, Cannon
Beach and the route’s terminus in Asto-
ria. This area is home to the Lewis and
Clark National Historic Park (503-861-
2471, www.nps.gov/lewi), a collection of
sites marking the terminus of the
Corps of Discovery’s arduous westward
journey to the Pacific Ocean. 

We spent the morning touring Fort
Clatsop, a recreation of the tiny 50-
square-foot outpost where the expedi-
tion housed more than 30 people during
the winter of 1805-1806. On this sunny,
75-degree day, it seemed hard to imag-
ine the journal entry we read that
recorded it rained on all but 12 days of
the four months the party spent here. 

MORE THAN THE VIEW
While we traveled the length of
the Pacific Coast Scenic Byway in
five days, I can tell you there are
enough memorable diversions
here to keep anyone amused for
weeks. That is the point, to take in
the scenic route and not worry
about speed. It is also, surprisingly
enough, about a whole lot more than
just the scenery. q

Oregon Coast

Tillamook is home to one of the largest dairy-and

cheese-making operations on the west coast.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
DRIVING COLONIAL
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Years ago, if you were traveling from Charles Towne in
the Carolinas to one of the grand plantations a few
miles northwest along the Ashley River, chances are

you went by boat. Even long before Europeans settled the area,
Ashley River was the major route linking the coast and settle-
ments inland.

Fast-forward a couple of centuries to today and the more
common route between Charleston, S.C., and the plantations is
paved. Named the Ashley River Road, it’s the 11 mile stretch of
Highway 61 that bisects the Ashley River Historic District, and is

worthy of the National Scenic Byway designation.  
Hickory and oak trees line the two-lane road on either

side, interspersed with fan-like palmettos, sweet gums, pyra-
canthas lavish with orange berries, and enormous live oaks
draped in gray beards of Spanish moss. Tentacle-like, gnarled
branches of the ancient oaks have woven together high over-
head into a leafy jade canopy.

But although the drive is lovely, it isn’t the main reason visi-
tors come to this “Lowcountry” locale. That would be the plan-
tations, though few remain of the nearly two dozen that stood

Ashley River Road Connects the South’s Living History

by Pamela Selbert
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(Top) A photographer gives scale
to a giant live oak on Magnolia
Plantation. (Middle) The black-
smith at Middleton Place forms
red-hot iron. (Bottom) Sherrie
Zabinski, a drover at Middleton
and her friend Adem, a 2000 lb.
water buffalo. A Veterinarian was
forced to remove Adem’s left
horn following an accident.

before the Civil War. Three can be visited today: Drayton Hall,
the only plantation house to largely survive both the American
Revolution and Civil War; Magnolia, with the oldest public gar-
den in the country; and Middleton Place, once a fine three-
building residence of which only the “south flanker,” or
original gentlemen’s guest quarters, was not destroyed.  

The remains of the Fort Bull Confederate Earthworks are
also in the historic district, near Bees Ferry and Ashley River
Road (from where the British staged the capture of
Charleston in 1780). The fort was built by slave labor around
1863, but was evacuated by the time Union troops arrived to-
ward the end of the war. Today the earthworks are hidden be-
hind the trees.

We learned about the historic district and designated
scenic byway from an RVer friend. For years she has spent
nearly every vacation in South Carolina.

“The Ashley is a gorgeous drive that you can make in 20
minutes,” she said. “But to see all it has to offer you’ll need
at least two days.” My husband, Guy, and I allowed two days,
and later wished for three. Parking is available at the planta-
tions, but we took our friend’s advice and left the fifth-wheel
at the Mount Pleasant/Charleston KOA. 

DRAYTON HALL
Our first stop was at Drayton Hall, set imposingly back from
the road, with views through gardens of the meandering, sky-
blue river. Drayton Hall now occupies 125 acres, but the mas-
sive oaks that statue the lawns have been here since before
John Drayton, the first of his family’s seven generations to own
the plantation, began construction of the house in 1738.

Guide Betsy McAmis noted the African slaves brought here
by the Draytons and their descendents also lived on the plan-
tation for seven generations.  

Built of bricks made on the premises by the slaves — the 
family owned about 50 — the two-story mansion, with raised
basement and double projecting portico, is considered one of
the country’s finest examples of Georgian-Palladian 
architecture, said McAmis. Drayton Hall was completed in
1742 and occupied by the family for the next 120 years.

Now a National Historic Landmark, the home has sur-
vived a variety of disasters. Drayton was the only Ashley River
plantation not burned by Union troops during the Civil War.
But two of its “flankers,” which early drawings show con-
nected to the house by colonnades, were not so fortunate:
though spared by soldiers, the laundry house was destroyed
by an earthquake in 1886, and a hurricane took down the
kitchen seven years later. Local historians say Drayton may
have been saved because Union troops believed it was being
used as a hospital for smallpox patients.

McAmis points out that although cattle raised by Thomas
Drayton, Jr., John Drayton’s father, on adjacent Magnolia Plan-
tation “were the foundation of the family’s wealth,” Drayton
Hall grew rice, which was a profitable crop during Colonial
times. Before his house was complete John Drayton began de-
veloping fields, building dikes to keep salt water out, and
ditches and gates to bring fresh water in, as rice fields must
periodically be flooded.

After the Civil War the Draytons used the home only as a
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country retreat. In 1974 the family sold Drayton Hall to the Na-
tional Trust for Historic Preservation and it was opened to the
public three years later. Today it is preserved in its mid-19th
century appearance.

Several programs and self-guided tours are available, in-
cluding “Connections: From Africa to America” which explores
the lives of 18th and 19th century African Americans; “A Sacred
Place” that describes Drayton Hall’s still-used 18th century
African-American cemetery, 30-minute “River Walk” and 45-
minute “Marsh Walk.”  There’s also a fine book and gift shop. 

Admission is $18 for adults, $8 for ages 12-18 and $6 for
ages 6-11.  For other information contact Drayton Hall: 3380
Ashley River Road, Charleston, SC, 29414, 843-769-2600,
www.draytonhall.org.
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MAGNOLIA PLANTATION
Magnolia Plantation, the “South’s most
complete plantation experience,” is one
mile north of Drayton Hall. The 500-
acre plantation, with some of the most
spectacular gardens you’ll see any-
where, has been home to the Drayton
family since 1676, says Operations
Manager Mary Ann Johnson. Now man-
aged by members of the twelfth and
thirteenth generations of the family, it’s
the oldest plantation on the Ashley
River, and is believed to be South Car-
olina’s oldest still under original family
ownership.  

Thomas Drayton, Jr., who had left
England for Barbados with his father in
the mid 1600’s, came to the Carolinas in
the 1670’s, she said. Here he married
Ann Fox whose father, Stephen Fox,
gave the plantation to the couple as a
wedding present.

Early drawings show the original
house, built in the 1680’s, as similar in
style to Drayton Hall. It burned in 1811
and was replaced with a three-story
home of cypress built atop the brick first
floor of its predecessor. Fifty-four years
later the second house also met a fiery
fate at the hands of Union troops during
the Civil War, Johnson said.

Today’s elegant dwelling, which in-
cludes a wrap-around porch added in
1995, was built 14 miles upriver in 1760
as a summer cottage. After the war cost
the Rev. John Drayton, Magnolia’s

eighth owner, most of his wealth as well
as his home, he had the cottage dis-
mantled and barged here and rebuilt on
the burned-out first floor of the second
house.  

With the additions and changes
made over the years, the home hardly
resembles its original, humble appear-
ance. Guided tours are available, and
showcase the family’s collections of
early-American antiques, porcelain,
quilts and more.

Magnolia is known for its 30 acres of
magnificent gardens continuously
planted since the 1680’s. Highlights are
the Biblical Garden, Herb Garden,
Camellia Garden and Barbados Tropical
Garden. There are flowering trees and
plants in bloom year-round.

Visitors pay admission for access to
the garden and grounds. Other tours are
extra and include: “Nature Tram,” nar-
rated rides that explain plantation his-
tory, flora and fauna; “From Slavery to
Freedom,” a discussion of African-Amer-
ican life here before and after the war;
“Nature Boat,” narrated tours of Magno-
lia’s 135-acre marsh; and “Audubon
Swamp Garden,” self-guided tours along
a boardwalk that crosses the 60-acre
black water cypress and tupelo swamp.  

With time for just two of the tours,
Guy and I chose “From Slavery to Free-
dom” and “Nature Boat.” With guide
Mike Laskavy and other visitors, we
climbed aboard a tram and rode to a

Ashley River Road, South Carolina

“street” of African-American cabins, four
humble dwellings dating from the 1850’s
to the 1960’s. All were occupied into the
1990’s, he said. 

The slave trade constituted the
“largest forced migration in history,” he
said, with 15 to 20 million Africans taken
into slavery. Just 10 to 12 million sur-
vived the horrendous trip to the New
World. More than half were taken to
Brazil to work coffee or rubber planta-
tions or silver mines, a third to the
Caribbean sugar plantations; and the
rest, about 500,000, to North America to
grow rice, a crop raised in Africa for cen-
turies. By the time of the American Revo-
lution, Carolina rice fields were yielding
60 million bushels a year. Slaves brought
other skills as well, such as black-
smithing, woodworking, brick making
and weaving.

The “Nature Boat” tour, on a large
pontoon with Don Hartseen as guide,
plies a pristine-looking marsh he says
was once private hunting ground and is
now wildlife preserve. The marsh is
home to several hundred alligators — a
handful were even dozing near the
water; 30 varieties of snakes, turtles, and
numerous bird species, marsh hens, an-
hinga and great blue herons among oth-
ers.

Hartsteen explains the ins and outs
of growing rice — the “Carolina gold that
made planters rich.” In turn, fields would
be drained through the year, weeds
burned off, fields raked, rice seeds
broadcast, fields flooded, and so on. After
harvest, the crop would be taken to
Charleston for milling, then England to
be taxed, Hartsteen said.   

At the start of the Civil War, Rev.
Drayton was one of the South’s wealthi-
est landowners. But the war, locally 
referred to afterward as “the Recent Un-
pleasantness,” reduced him to near-
poverty. Rebuilding cost him a
townhouse, sea island plantation and
much of Magnolia. Still financially
strapped, he opened the garden to the
public in 1870, making it America’s old-
est man-made tourist attraction.      

Admission is $15 for adults, $10 for
ages 6-12; $8 for each of the five tours;
admission and tours free for age five and
younger. For information contact Magno-
lia Plantation; 3550 Ashley River Road,
Charleston, SC, 29414, 800-367-3517,
www.magnoliaplantation.com.

Magnolia Plantation sits on 500
acres, with some of the most
spectacular gardens in the
South and has been in the Dray-
ton family since 1676.
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The Trailair® Service Center is now the 
Lippert Components Customer Service Center! 

1701 Century Drive, Goshen IN 46528

Exciting News!

What’s New?
Comfortable customer waiting lounge with TV and refreshments

5-Bay service center to accommodate more customers
Monthly accessory upgrade specials

Call 1-866-LCI-SVC1 for more information! 
Visit us online at www.lci1.com or shop online at store.lci1.com

Exclusive Level Up™ Indiana Installer 
The one and only Automatic 6-Point 5th Wheel 

Leveling System on the market today!  Save time and 
energy setting up your campsite today! 

Trailair Suspension & Hitch Enhancements:
Air Ride Pin Boxes

Equa-Flex Suspension Enhancement
Center Point Air Ride Suspension

Wet Bolt Upgrade Kits

Tri Glide Air Ride Pin Box

JT’s Strong Arm  
Jack Stabilizers

Equa-Flex® 
Rubberized Suspension

Level Up™ 

Demontrond RV, Houston TX:  Call 1-800-392-1480
Lazydays RV, Seffner FL: Call 1-888-500-5299

Lazydays RV (fomerly Beaudry RV), Tuscon AZ: Call 1-800-306-4016
General RV, Michigan & Illinois locations: Call 1-800-778-4878

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIDDLETON PLACE
Middleton Place, also a survivor of the
Revolution and Civil War and with signifi-
cant damage, is about four miles north of
Drayton Hall. Built in 1706, Middleton
originally consisted of a main house and
two flankers, said guide Mary Hart. The
north flanker contained a library with
10,000 books and numerous oil and wa-
tercolor paintings. The south flanker
housed the plantation office and sleeping
quarters for guests.

Henry Middleton acquired the plan-
tation through his marriage to Mary
Williams in 1741, and over the next 124
years it housed four successive genera-
tions prominent in American history,
Hart said. Henry was the second presi-
dent of the First Continental Congress;
Arthur succeeded him in the next Conti-
nental Congress and was a signer of the
Declaration of Independence; the sec-
ond Henry was a governor of South Car-
olina and minister to Russia; and his
son William was a signer of the Ordi-
nance of Secession four years before
Union troops set fire to the beautiful

home on February 22, 1865.
The house and north flanker were

destroyed — and remain, nearly a cen-
tury and half later, a heap of brick rub-
ble. But after the war the less seriously
damaged south flanker was restored,
and was the family’s residence until
1974. A year later, Middleton opened to
the public as a National Historic 
Landmark.

Today, guided tours lead through an
antique world of opulence, rooms of fine
furniture, walls hung with portraits,
glass cases displaying the family’s silver,
porcelain, ornate jewelry, books and doc-
uments.

The plantation also includes a re-
flecting pool, springhouse and chapel,
gardens, museum shop, carriage house
and stable yards, where costumed reen-
actors demonstrate 18th and 19th cen-
tury life.

General admission to Middleton is
$25 for adults, $10 for ages 6-13; house
tours $12; carriage rides $18.  For infor-
mation contact Middleton Place, 4300
Ashley River Road, Charleston, SC,

29414-7206, 800-782-3608,
www.middletonplace.org.

LIVING HISTORY
Comparatively recent conflicts like
World War II have countless relics you
can see, touch and, in some cases, 
listen to all over the world — equip-
ment, battlefields and survivors with
firsthand accounts of their lives during
wartime. As the Civil War has been over
for nearly 150 years, much of its physi-
cal evidence was destroyed by weather
and time, yet the story of its history is
still being discovered and told at unique
sites like the plantations we visited in
South Carolina. 

Starting at the coastal Atlantic city of
Charleston, with its historic architecture
and charming neighborhoods, the Ashley
River Road National Scenic Byway winds
its way westward through towering oaks
and beautiful country. If you take the time
to stop, you’ll also get a firsthand
glimpse at one of early America’s most
trying, divisive and definitive periods that
should never be forgotten. q

Ashley River Road, South Carolina
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The Celestron “World of Nature” Photo Contest, created in partnership with Trailer Life and Camping Life magazines, was open to readers who submitted
photographs of landscapes, plants and animals from their camping trips during March – June 2012. Contestants competed for the grand prize, a
Celestron SkyProdigy 130 Telescope (approx. retail value $699); first runner-up prize, Celestron AstroMaster 70AZ Telescope (approx. retail value
$149.95); and the second runner-up prize, a Celestron Outland X 8x25 Binocular (approx. retail value $49.95). Thank you to all of our contestants! There
were many spectacular entries and we hope that you enjoyed sharing your beautiful photographs with us.

Grand Prize Winner: Victor Krasenics, “Storm Over Mono Lake, Calif.”

First Runner-Up: Dave Christiansen, “Mother Fox
and Her Pups in Charlevoix, Mich.”

Second Runner-Up: CJ Boales, "Two Fishermen at
Caddo Lake State Park in Texas"

CELESTRON “WORLD OF NATURE”
PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS

The Trailer Life and Camping Life staff poured over the nearly 900 entries received and here are the three top photos:

http://www.trailerlife.com
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This little town has Big Ad
There’s a small village on the

shores of a crystal-clear lake in
Wisconsin that you will wish you

had heard of a long time ago. Elkhart
Lake, a bit larger than a mile in size with
about 1,000 permanent residents, offers
vacationers just about anything they
might want.

This area, adjacent to the heavily
wooded Kettle Moraine State Forest
North and midway between Milwaukee
and Green Bay, has been a legendary
respite since the 1800’s. Elkhart Lake
has a wealth of outdoor recreation 
options on land and water, top-flight
dining, a world-class spa, culinary
school and delightful shops (including a
wintertime German Christmas market);

by Irene Middleman Thomas
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but the town’s crown jewel, the premier
Road America racetrack, is what really
put this quaint village on the world map.

Originally a gambling resort, Elkhart
Lake was a hot spot back in the Victo-
rian era. Various inns, hotels and other
period buildings have their distinctive
architecture lovingly restored and main-
tained. Just strolling the small down-
town’s shady lanes and viewing the
well-kept flower gardens, a block or so
from the lake, brings on a mood of
peaceful relaxation.

RACY CHARACTER
During the early 1950’s, Elkhart Lake
began enjoying its new identity as a
road-racing haven, as top sports car

drivers traveled from around the world
to take on the hills and sharp corners of
its open-road race circuit. It was
founded by World War II vets who 
returned to the quiet little town thirst-
ing for the excitement they experienced
during their time abroad. The open-
road circuit then segued into the inter-
national motorsports venue of Road
America after open-road racing was
banned. Fortunately, the historic circuit
remains a lovely public drive, marked
with nostalgic signs such as Wacker’s
Wend, Kimberly’s Korner and Dicken’s
Ditch, commemorating some of the 
famous early racers.

Road America, a wooded 640-acre
property, is known as “America’s Na-
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dventure
tional Park of Speed.” Just one mile
from Elkhart Lake, it is the site of inter-
national motorsport events with
celebrity drivers and riders. This year-
round venue is one of the very few that
openly allows the public into the pad-
docks and pits, offers free parking and
allows patrons to bring in their own pic-
nics. Road America hosts activities for
groups of all sizes. Attracting 700,000
annual visitors from around the world,
the track holds 425 events each year,
often running multiple events each day,

using the 4-mile, 14-turn track, the in-
terior motorplex and the other sur-
rounding event grounds. Events include
NASCAR, American LeMans, the
Corvette World Tribute and various 
motorcycle competitions, along with
other unique motorsport affairs. Major
race weekends run from May-Septem-
ber, and tickets should be bought in ad-
vance as they typically sell out. 

Road America also hosts a variety of
adventure programs for all four seasons,
such as paintball, ATV rides, disc golf,
geocaching, go-karting, motorcycling,
Supermoto, snowshoeing, dog sledding,
hiking, outdoor survival and more.

HIT THE TOWN
Road racing is not the only thing to do
when visiting Elkhart Lake. A totally dif-
ferent experience is offered at the lavish

Osthoff Resort, home to a French culi-
nary school, L’ecole de la Maison. This
world-class school is open to the public
and has workshops that last from two
hours to two days, teaching in a hands-
on and interactive experience, ranging
from whole food to presentation. Chef
Scott Baker teaches courses such as a
French Christmas, Chocolate Desserts,
Northern Italian Cuisine and Teen Cui-
sine, to name a few. Note that 48-hour
reservations are required. Ready for
some pampering? The Osthoff also of-
fers the holistic, organic-approach As-
pira Spa, a truly five-star facility with
unique treatments in a sublime setting.

Shopping and dining are treats as
well, with a bevy of independent, one-of-
a-kind stores and restaurants in Elkhart
Lake. Check out the eclectic array of
handicrafts, antiques and collectables at

Not just a raceway town, Elkhart Lake has
a variety of land and water activities, 

including boat rides, resorts and 
restaurants on the water.

http://www.trailerlife.com


Elkhart Lake Area
Campgrounds

Elkhart Lake

CAMP ROAD AMERICA - Hwy 67, Elkhart Lake, has RV sites available on all
major race weekends, so you can stay right where the racing action is taking
place. This extremely popular campground (make reservations well in advance)
has a one-site fee, applying to all campers on the site with a maximum of six
people allowed. Each area is described on the website campsite options link.
Locations and prices vary by event. Sites range from General (about 75 feet
from the safety fence,) to Trackside, about 10 feet from safety fence, to electric
sites, located on the front straight south of the grandstands and VIP tower.
There are no water hookups on property and generator use is allowed only from
7 a.m. – 10 p.m. in all areas. There are two permanent restroom/shower loca-
tions on the property, and more showers are brought in when demand necessi-
tates. Potable water and dump station available. 800-365-7223,
www.roadamerica.com

SHEBOYGAN MARSH PARK – W7039 County Hwy SR, Elkhart Lake, two miles
northwest of Elkhart Lake, this county-owned, 30-acre, four season park offers
49 campsites with electrical hookups, potable water, dump station and showers
(mid-April thru mid-October). You can enjoy picnicking, fishing, rowboat/canoe
rentals, playground, a full menu, year-round restaurant and access to the She-
boygan County’s snowmobile trail system. Marsh Park is a recreational haven
for outdoor enthusiasts, attracting hunters, fishermen, and wildlife/nature 
observers on it’s 13,000 acres. Most of the park remains a wilderness, but a 30-
acre section of the park is developed and is open year around. There are 37
rental sites for trailers, at $30 per site, tax included, with electricity, water,
shower and dump station (winter rates are $15 nightly). 920-876-2535,
www.threeguysandagrill.com

PLYMOUTH ROCK CAMPING RESORT - Hwy 67, three miles south of Elkhart
Lake. This resort is home to 609 sites as well as log cabins with private
porches. Three heated swimming pools and two whirlpools, 18-hole mini golf,
bicycling, volleyball, scheduled activities with a full-time director, outdoor-the-
ater, gift shop and more are offered here, along with the onsite Del Coronado
Restaurant. Plymouth Rock features Theme Weekends, such as the Christmas
in July – with an ice skating rink and lights, gifts, etc.!, Pirates and Princesses,
Hawaiian Luau and Hollywood (reserve early!) Open April to October, rates
range from $20-$56 nightly. 888-892-4252, www.plymouthrock-resort.com

NASCAR RV at WESTWARD HO CAMPGROUND N5456 Division Road, Glenbeu-
lah, conveniently situated on 103 acres of countryside, Westward Ho was
awarded Woodall’s five-star rating for recreation. Three heated swimming pools,
a fishing pond and miniature golf course. Watch big screen live NASCAR races,
sports programming and movies. This year, the property will introduce themed
weekends and activities, for all ages. Rates range from $28-$50 per night, with a
limit of six persons per site. 920-526-3407, www.westwardhocampresort.com

Three state parks nearby also offer RV camping, including Long Lake (920-533-
8612), Mauthe Lake (262-626-4305) and Terry Andrae (920-451-4080)

Rhine Street General, or the Scandina-
vian products and foodstuffs at Nordic
Accents. Looking for meats and
cheeses? Feed Mill Market has just
about everything. Local and regional
artists have a hefty offering at Two Fish
Gallery & Sculpture Garden, and nostal-
gia buffs will have a heyday at Lieutenant
Dave’s Area 51 Vintage Shop. Saturday
mornings from June through mid-Octo-
ber, you’ll find the Farmers and Artisans
Market inside the village, from 8:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.

Dining choices range from rustic
and casual to semiformal. Check out
the European and nouvelle cuisine at
The Paddock Club or the Lake Street
Café, which hold Wine Spectator
Awards of Excellence, or dine elegantly
at Lola’s on the Lake at the Osthoff,
overlooking the lake (perfect for that
special evening). A charming local fa-
vorite is the Off the Rail Café, located in
the town’s original railroad depot, where
you might want to relax for hours with a
special coffee and homemade baked
good, or gourmet sandwich — check out
the weighty “Freight Train.”

Back in the gambling days of the vil-
lage, bars were a big part of the scene,
and the places to be seen. When racing
took over, bars kept up the tradition, and
the one to not miss (even if you just visit
for a soda pop) is the Stop-Inn Tavern &
Restaurant at the turn-of-the-century
Siebkens Resort, right on the banks of
the lake. While the resort itself is a land-
mark beautifully remodeled to state-of-
the-art standards, the Stop-Inn’s walls
are still covered from top to bottom with
old racing posters and memorabilia, and
its heavy wooden furniture dates back
several decades. It is known as the “best

Elkhart Lake offers a variety of food to 
satisfy any palate – fresh food can be found
Saturday mornings June through mid-
October at the Farmer’s Market.
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Imagine what you could do with a vehicle 
that has the spacious comfort and 
convenience of a larger motorhome but with 
much better fuel economy and driveability.

To fi nd out why Roadtrek is the #1 selling North American class B 
motorhome (camper van), visit us at www.roadtrek.com/TLM or 
call us toll free at 1-888-ROADTREK (762-3873).

• 15 to 22 miles per gallon

•  Easy to drive & park, use 
everyday

•  Automotive styling (helps 
avoid RV parking restrictions, 
keep it at home)

• Seats up to 7

• Comfortable to drive in

• Comfortable to live in

• Bathroom with shower

•  Separate eating & sleeping 
areas

• Sleeps up to 4

• Up to king-size bed

•  4 year/48,000 mile 
motorhome warranty

Whether driving cross-country or just cross-town, enjoy 
the convenience of having your own kitchen, bathroom, 
changeroom, family room and bedroom in a fuel effi cient 
vehicle that fi ts in a normal parking space and can be 
used as a second car.

DRIVE
WHERE YOU 

WANT

SAVE
WHERE YOU 

WANT

PARK
WHERE YOU 

WANT

Roadtrek, Circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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http://www.roadtrek.com/tlm
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Elkhart Lake

bar on the racing circuit” and is packed
with racing enthusiasts during the sea-
son. It’s a delightfully cozy, nostalgic spot
to enjoy a drink and listen to live music
any time of the year.

FRESH AIR
Getting outside and enjoying Elkhart
Lake is easy. The 286-acre, 120-foot
deep, vividly blue spring-fed lake meas-
ures just a bit more than one mile
across, and a leisurely hike around its
wooded banks takes about 1.5 hours.
The surrounding area provides excellent

hiking in the glacial hills and forests, as
well as biking, fishing, pontoon cruises,
sailing, kayaking, canoeing, tennis, golf
and volleyball. Winter activities include
skiing and snowshoeing. Lovely trails for
hiking and snowshoeing are found in
various parks and state forests in the
area, such as the Ice Age Trail’s foot
path, and the Old Plank Road Trail’s 17
miles built for bicyclists, runners, in-line
skaters, horseback riders, moped users,
Nordic skiers and snowmobiles on 10
feet of asphalt and 8 feet of turf. 

History buffs might want to schedule
their visit around the Civil War Weekend
held in September at the Wade House, a

former stagecoach inn now operating
as a living museum. Wade House be-

comes the center of battle reenact-
ments, military drills, medical care

situations, period music and food,
demonstrations and more. The weekend
spectacle involves more than 500 reenac-
tors. Each year features a different his-
toric scenario of the war, with the 2012
reenactment to be held September 29-30.

Elkhart Lake hosts special events

and festivals all year, but a few of the
best include Jazz on the Vine, a Mother’s
Day weekend celebration, the three-day
family-themed Independence Day event
and the wintertime SchneeFest. Christ-
mas is a big deal here, with the Old
World Christmas Market and its authen-
tic German artisans’ craft fair under
warm tents (just like Germany, without
the cold!) at the Osthoff Resort with tra-
ditional German and Wisconsin holiday
foods and beverages, running November
30 – December 9, 2012.

No matter what time of year you
choose to visit the Elkhart Lake region
in your RV, you’ll find plenty of activities,
fine cuisine and friendly hosts to keep
you happy and if your timing is just right,
the hum of race cars will fill the air. q

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Elkhart Lake Tourism: 877-355-4278;
www.elkhartlake.com.
Road America: 800-365-7223;
www.roadamerica.com.
Osthoff Resort: 855-876-3399;
www.osthoff.com.
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An outdoor kitchen is an
available option on the 32BH.

Many years ago Winnebago
trailers stopped rolling off the
assembly line, and although

the company became highly regarded
for it’s motorized RVs, for the most
part, it’s trailer-building heritage was
all but forgotten. For decades after-
ward, the company marched forward
producing high-quality motorized RVs
and established a name for itself that
became part of the American lexicon.
Then in 2010, trickles of talk were
leaked that Winnebago was returning
to the towable market, and eventually
the feature filled Winnebago One line
of travel trailers and Lite FIVE line of

fifth-wheel trailers were born.
One of the newest to come into the

family is the Winnebago One 32BH,
and it piqued our curiosity enough to
grab one for a review. Largest of the
One series, the 32BH is a rear
bunkhouse floorplan that is obviously
built to house a big family, or maybe
even two. The remainder of the trailer
is given up to a large living space made
larger by a nearly full-wall slide, a
well-stocked kitchen and a splendid
bath and front master bedroom. 

But it’s the
four bunk beds in the rear that define
the character of this new 32-foot, 11-
inch-long travel trailer from Win-
nebago.

One of the first things you notice
when you step inside the 32BH is the
arched ceiling. A 5.5-inch arch allowed
for higher center and overall heights,
while maintaining lower overall side-
wall heights. A reduction in drag coef-
ficient, easier towing (better fuel
mileage for the tow vehicle) and a
more pleasant, residential feel for the
owner is the result.

Fly Ball
Winnebago takes a swing and gets a hit

by Stuart Bourdon
WALK-THROUGH: WINNEBAGO ONE 32BH

http://www.trailerlife.com
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The kitchen offers bountiful storage space with large cabinets and full-extension drawers on ball-bearing roller guides. Seating space in
the dinette and couch is comfortable and pleasant; large windows provide generous lighting and roomy feel to an already spacious rig.   

needs labels

needs contact info

cool toy box located the rear bunk.
Jumping far forward to the master

bed and bath, we found a much different
situation. The master bedroom was
simply gorgeous and the bedding sump-
tuous with its standard Everpedic Mem-
ory Foam mattress. Again, the rich look
of the cabinetry really came through
here, and the marbled countertops of
the bed’s nightstands gave the bedroom
a classy look. Hanging mirror-faced
wardrobes on each side, large cabinets
above and space under-bed complete
the storage story here.

The large bathroom features a
porcelain toilet, tall double-door linen

Generous countertop spaces have
been built into the kitchen, and cabinet
and storage space is abundant. The
cabinets are a rich Brandy Maple
throughout, giving the entire trailer a
luscious, regal look. The spacious draw-
ers in the kitchen offer full-extension
with ball-bearing roller guides for
smooth operation as do all drawers in
Winnebago One trailers. There’s plenty
of room for a kitchen full of culinary im-
plements, and a large pantry for all the
foodstuffs needed. Extra large and deep
double stainless steel sinks with snap-
in cutting board/covers sparkle in the
countertop. A three-burner range with a
21-inch oven and a 1.5-cubic-foot ca-
pacity microwave make meal prep easy.
A 6-cubic foot refrigerator/freezer just
forward of the stovetop can hold enough
food to keep a family going for a week. A
few more inches forward in that curved
cabinet structure sits an optional ($718)
32-inch LCD HDTV angled just right for
viewing from the dinette and optional
($428) hide-a-bed sofa. Just below the
TV sits a DVD/CD/media player and en-
tertainment center.

Another set of cabinets is perched
above the convertible dinette (with stor-
age under its seat cushions) and the op-
tional ($428) hide-a-bed sitting in the
slide. This main central area offers an
amazing amount of living space with ac-
cent lighting for a touch of elegance,
plenty of area lighting for general pur-
poses and large windows for great natu-
ral light during the day. Ventilation,
cooling and heating of the room was
more than adequate considering the
number and placement of jalousie win-
dows, air-conditioning and heating

vents. Two 120-volt AC electrical outlets
are also placed in handy locations. It’s a
good space to spend time visiting with
family and friends, prepping meals and
dining, and enjoying the entertainment
center while relaxing in the living room.
And to prove the versatility of the 32BH,
when needed this space can double as a
sleeping area and bed down four to six
persons for the night.

The four-bunk rear bedroom offers
a larger-than-expected three-quarter-
length wardrobe, good size bunks and
mattresses that are not all that thick or
comfy. The bunkroom is, however, cable
TV-ready, has a 120-volt AC outlet and

QUICK INFO

Ext. length                                       35’ 11”
Ext. width                                               96”
Ext. height                       11’ 2” (with AC)
Interior width                                       94”
Interior height           6’ 10” (living area)
Freshwater cap                              56 gal.
Black-/Gray-water cap          33/66 gal.

LP-gas cap                                       14 gal.
Hitch Weight (Dry)                   7,800 lbs.
Gross Weight (Dry)                      760 lbs.
GVWR                                           9,800 lbs.
Sleeping cap                                           10
Base MSRP                                    $28,992
Price as Reviewed                      $36,817

Winnebago, (641) 585-3535, www.winnebagoind.com Circle 201 on Reader Service Card.
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30-inch door are amenities such as a
pair of high-quality marine-grade speak-
ers wired to the rig’s Touch Elite
radio/DVD/CD player system so you can
enjoy great music (it even has Bluetooth
so you can stream music from an
iPhone/iPod while sitting outside), a GFCI
120-volt AC outlet to operate electrical
appliances such as a blender, and a
power A&E awning that shades nearly
two-thirds of this trailer’s curbside
length. Adding to the outdoor lifestyle,
the 32 BH also came with an optional
($653) outside kitchen built in to the
curbside of the trailer’s tail that delivered
a small refrigerator, plastic sink and
faucet, countertop and swing-out two-
burner cooktop. The outdoor cooking ac-
commodations did come in handy, but
we found the workspace above the sink
and countertop somewhat limited by a
portion of the trailer’s bunk bed structure
just a dozen or so inches over it.

Some of the 32BH’s construction
highlights worth mentioning include ex-
truded steel 8-inch I-beams for the
main frame members, six-sided alu-
minum frame construction, laminated
Darco-wrapped floors to keep out mois-
ture, and an enclosed underbelly. All
cabinetry is built using screwed and
glued face frames so you get tight joints
that will last longer than those assem-
bled with staples. 

During our evaluation of the Win-
nebago One 32BH travel trailer we were
generally impressed by the comfort and
luxurious feeling that the manufacturer
injected into this trailer while attempt-
ing to create a rig that will satisfy the
needs of a large group of people. It’s an
eye-catching towable as well, with a
one-piece fiberglass front cap, and the
high-gloss gel coat finish more com-
monly seen on motorhomes.

While the ultimately powerful, richly
comfortable and handsome 2012 Ram
2500 Mega Cab 4x4 turbodiesel handled
it on tight roads with ease and pulled it
like a champ on the open road, the over-
all length of the Winnebago One 32BH
travel trailer does place it in a category
that could have most owners gravitating
toward larger campgrounds and resorts
rather than state parks and more rustic
locales where smaller sites and skin-
nier campground pathways are likely to
be encountered. q

closet, and an angled shower with a
glass enclosure that a 6-foot, 2-inch
person can stand in. A large ceramic
sink set in a sizeable cabinet has a mir-
rored and very well-lit medicine cabinet
perched on the wall above it. 

Before we ever stepped a foot inside
the trailer, though, we spotted some
features outside that were worth noting.
Slideouts all have manual overrides, but
some are difficult to find or are in hard-
to-reach places. Not so with the 32BH.
The access port to the manual override
for the electric slide system is easy to
find and reach, right on the lower exte-
rior edge of the slideout room. The exte-
rior shower with hot and cold taps, and
all the water hook-ups, including a
black tank flush are located together
conveniently behind an enclosed, locked

panel. Hooking up to power in camp will
be a much smoother operation using
the 32BH’s detachable 30-amp power
cord, rather than having to wrestle with
a dirty or muddy stiff cord you’re trying
to stuff back into a tiny compartment in
the side of a trailer.

The large pass-through storage
compartment in the front end of the
trailer will hold any lengthy cargo you
choose to carry, and both sides were
sealed with optional ($72) sturdy 1-inch
thick, slam-latch baggage doors that
have keyed locks unlike the universally
keyed doors used by others.

Also mounted up front are two stan-
dard 7-gallon LP-gas cylinders, giving
the Winnebago One 32BH enough
propane for an extended stay on the
road. Which brings us to a point: the rig
has plenty of propane for a long haul, a
large refrigerator/freezer, fairly good-
sized fresh- and grey-water tanks, and
the sleeping capacity of a football team.
However, we think it needs a black
water tank larger than 33 gallons.

Running gear consisted of dual E-Z-
Lube axles with the optional ($363)
deluxe aluminum spoke wheels, but Win-
nebago does offer the Trail Air Equa Flex
independent suspension as an option for
those that might be regularly traveling
over irregular or severe road surfaces.
Winnebago has also opted to provide ra-
dial (ST225/75R15) tires as standard on
its towables; they come filled with nitro-
gen (NitroFill) that claims to offer cooler
running temperatures, lower rolling re-
sistance and higher fuel mileage.

Setting up the trailer for camp is
quick with the help of the optional
($551) two-way electric jacks at each
end of the Winnebago. With switches
mounted on the trailer body just above
the jacks, extension, retraction and lev-
eling was accomplished with just the
touch of a finger. The same was true
when it came to the A-frame; an op-
tional ($174) electric jack made hitching
and unhitching the trailer a breeze.

Living outside is easy when you con-
sider that within steps of the extra-wide

MPG: ..............Solo: 18.2; Towing: 10.8
Engine ..................6.7L I-6 turbodiesel
HP ..............................350 @ 3,000 RPM

Torque........................800 @ 1,500 RPM

Transmission ........6-speed automatic
Axle Ratio....................................4.10:1
Fuel Cap ....................................34 gal.
Tires ................................LT265/70R17
Suspension........F/R Five-link w/track
bar, coil springs, solid axle/Hotchkiss
leaf spring, solid axle
Brakes................Four-wheel disc ABS
Tow Rating ..........................14,050 lbs.
GVWR ....................................9,600 lbs.
GCWR ..................................22,000 lbs.
Length ......................................20’ 8.5”
Wheelbase ....................................160”
Base MSRP ..............................$49,875
MSRP as Tested ......................$63,645

2012 RAM
2500 MEGA CAB 4X4

“Cabinetry is built using screwed
and glued face frames...”

Ram Trucks, (866) 726-4636,
www.ramtrucks.com

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.ramtrucks.com
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by Tom Kaiser
WALK-THROUGH: SPACE CRAFT V-390 FIFTH-WHEEL

A No-Compromise RV
Space Craft’s Custom Trailers Offer
Almost Unlimited Choices

Most travel trailer and fifth-
wheel builders offer cus-
tomers a plethora of choices

in floorplans, finishes, sizes and op-
tional gadgetry, but there’s usually
some aspect of compromise for new
owners. Buying a typical RV is analo-
gous in some ways to buying a preex-
isting home instead of building one to
suit your exact specifications. 

At the west-central Missouri head-
quarters of Space Craft Manufactur-

ing, a custom trailer manufacturer that
prides itself on an anything-is-possible
attitude, the staff thoroughly inter-
views potential buyers about their road
rambling lifestyle, walks them through
all the available design and layout
choices, discusses potential options
and seeks to find out what, exactly, the
customers are looking for — whether
it be a front-kitchen fifth-wheel with
an extra-tall rear master bedroom, an
onboard office for conducting business

on the road, a personally designed
kitchen or even a 6-foot-long steam
shower. Within the confines of weight
and price, just about anything is possi-
ble within a Space Craft custom trailer. 

Custom-Built Possibilities
Space Craft has been in business for
more than 45 years, and got its start
building slide-in truck campers and
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Building a custom trailer can be as
hands-on or off as customers wish

(Left) Space Craft’s trailers look and feel truly residential, and are built to owner’s exact specifications. (Right) Fully ducted, molded
fiberglass ceilings add function, durability and style — they’re also easier to keep clean.

Space Craft Mfg., Inc.: (660) 463-7520, www.spacecraft.com Circle 202 on Reader Service Card.

Ext. length                                              39’
Ext. width                                             8’ 5”
Ext. height                                         13’ 2”
Int. height                  8’ 4”/6’ 4” (kitchen)
Freshwater cap                              45 gal.
Black-/Gray-water Cap   45 gal. (each)
LP-gas cap                                       20 gal.
Hitch weight                               4,800 lbs.
GVWR                                         22,500 lbs.
MSRP, as tested                        $145,000
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dimensions, they can visit Space Craft’s
office in Concordia, Mo. — an hour east
of Kansas City — to browse the full se-
lection of wall and floor coverings, win-
dow treatments, cabinetry wood (birch,
maple, walnut, cherry and hickory are
available) and stains, as well as carpet-
ing, laminate flooring, tile, furniture up-
holstery and even cabinet pulls. 

Far-flung customers can choose to
see an abbreviated sampling of finishes
and materials through the mail, without
having to travel to Missouri. And, as
company President Marsha Trautman
tells us, some customers would rather
not wade through a long list of options.

“For most people it is fun, but for
some, it gets overwhelming, and that’s

smaller travel trailers. Today, its diver-
sified product mix includes fifth-wheels,
bunkhouses and travel trailers, as well
as custom-built semi-trailers and spe-
cialty units. With such custom-built
possibilities, its trailers attract an unex-
pected mix of customers: full-time and
weekend RVers, circus and carnival
workers, contractors and movie produc-
tion companies.

Beyond the basic floorplan, the cus-
tomization options of the trailer are vir-
tually infinite and the scope of possible
upgrades are too numerous to list com-
pletely, but can include additional air-
conditioning units, automatic hydraulic
leveling jacks, heavy-duty surge protec-
tors, automatic shades, surround sound
speakers, built-in vacuum sweepers,
dishwashers, king-size beds, solid sur-
face counter tops and dual-pane win-
dows with reflective glass. 

Building a custom trailer can be as

hands-on or off as customers wish —
the company is accustomed to translat-
ing ideas scratched on napkins into de-
tailed blueprints, or guiding customers
that do not have a specific design in
mind through the process. 

After a clear picture of what the cus-
tomer is looking for in his or her rig has
been developed, a plan is drawn up in-
cluding length, height and the basic lay-
out. Customer input on colors, materials,
fabrics and interior details is gathered.
Then once the build is finalized, Space
Craft quotes the customer a price, a 25
percent deposit is secured, and then it’s
time to review the cabinet drawings and
interior mockups. 

When customers have signed off on

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.spacecraft.com
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pounds, and all new trailers include a 1-
year warranty. 

Painted interior walls, sturdy
tongue-and-groove sub-flooring and
fully insulated slides (and water lines)
are other features you can expect to
find standard in a typical Space Craft
product.

Trailers with personalized designs,
upgraded finishes and residential-style
conveniences, of course, come at a pre-
mium over assembly line-produced ve-
hicles and Space Craft’s prices vary

when I step in,” said Trautman. “By this
point in the process, I usually know my
customer pretty well, and sometimes
people say ‘don’t give me too many
choices.’”

Space Craft’s catalog isn’t the limit,
as the company can attempt to get ap-
pliances, furniture or something the
customer has seen at a home improve-
ment or furniture store. The goal is to
create a recreational vehicle as close to
residential-grade as possible. 

Hand-Built Quality
Aside from infinite choices, Space Craft’s
custom-built process also offers RVers
several standard features that distin-
guish its products from mass-produced
units, and that, according to the com-
pany, offers higher quality, more func-
tionality and comfort for the owners.  

The first is molded fiberglass ceil-
ings, which afford owners several bene-
fits, including in-ceiling air ducts which
help create easier cleaning on the areas
above the stove, shower and near the

cold-air return. This design also allows
higher ceilings — a towering 8-foot, 4
inches on standard fifth-wheel models. 

Ceiling height, like anything else, is
subject to change, as some buyers need
a lower height for clearance, while
other, taller folks desire higher ceilings
— an easy modification for Space Craft.

Front kitchens are also common in
its fifth-wheel models, which allow
more spacious, rear-located bedrooms
that inherently are much taller than the
6-foot, 4-inch ceilings in the front bed-
rooms of most fifth-wheels.

The trailers are built on custom
Space Craft chassis, using laminated
aluminum-framed sidewalls and 1 ½-
inch polystyrene insulation. The full-
body basement storage is heated,
carpeted and lighted. The 39-foot five-
slide model pictured here includes 45
gallons of gray- and black-water capac-
ity, a 12-gallon direct-spark-ignition
water heater, two 31,000-Btu furnaces
and dual 15,000-Btu air conditioner
units. Its total dry weight is 18,000
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with clients — and encourages clients to
set up the RV and stay for a few days to
make sure they’re comfortable with the
unit is standard-operating-procedure.

For the RVer with high expectations
and a budget to match, Space Craft of-
fers a high level of choice and service
that comes with a price — one that many
of its customers seem to be happy to pay
to get exactly what they want. q

wildly depending on features, length
and the number of slide-outs. 

A typical, 34-footer with three slide-
outs will be around $90,000, although a
39-foot demo unit with five slideouts
and many extra features like four-point
hydraulic leveling, full-body paint, mul-
tiple LED TVs and dual-pane windows
sells for approximately $145,000. At the
top end, some Space Craft trailers have

pushed close to $300,000 with custom
add-ons and ultra high-end surfaces
and features.

Taking Delivery
Once the custom trailer is finished, per-
sonalized service with a hands-on, two-
to three-hour walk-through during
which Space Craft personnel explain all
the features, functions and maintenance

(Left) This demo unit features light finishes for an open feel, yet any wood and tone are available in the custom-build process. (Right) If
weight allows, trim and cabinetry can be high-density solid wood, which adds to the residential feel.
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There was a day when
selecting a fifth-wheel
hitch was mostly about
looking at the thickness

of the bed rails and the quality
of the welds on the risers. But
within the past dozen or so
years, industrious and innova-
tive hitch designers have devel-
oped a variety of features and
options for fifth-wheel hitches,
making them easier to use,
smoother, safer and more use-
ful on more trucks.

When it comes to choosing a
fifth-wheel hitch, don’t get the
trailer ahead of the truck —
unless you don’t have a truck,
which means you can choose
the trailer and then find the
best truck to tow it, but that’s
another issue. Whether you are
setting up a truck for the first
time or looking to upgrade your
hitch, there are some things
you need to know about fifth-
wheel hitches before you make
your purchase.

THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF SELECTING A

FIFTH-WHEEL HITCH

by Larry Walton
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Hijacker Autoslide from Demco em-
ploys a capture plate to grip the pin
box, which turns the hitch head as
the truck turns. This head move-
ment engages rack and pinion
gears to move the hitch head
back 14 inches toward the rear
of the truck.

PullRite’s SuperGlide, the
first fully automatic hitch of its
type, uses a cam and roller sys-
tem to automatically move the
head back. It requires a pin box
adapter that wedges into the hitch
funnel to make the pin-box-hitch-
head connection needed to turn the
head and activate the slider automati-
cally as the truck turns. The 12K Super
Glide for “shorter than short” bed pick-
ups (F-150 Super Crew, Dodge Quad
Cab with 5-foot 6-inch beds; Nissan
Titan, Toyota Tundra, ‘05 Chevy with 5-
foot 8-inch beds) can move as much as
22 3/4 inches.

TRUCK TRANSFORMATION
One downside to fifth-wheel hitches
has been interference with cargo when
the truck is not towing. Today there are
several quick-release options available
to rapidly convert from towing to cargo
hauling mode. Among these are under-
bed hidden mounting systems, and
some quick-change systems that work
with under-bed gooseneck setups by
engaging the gooseneck ball as the
mounting point.

When choosing a quick-release
hitch system, consider the weight of the
hitch. It won’t do you much good to
quickly disconnect the hitch from the
truck if you can’t lift it out of the bed.
Some hitch designers address this by
providing a hitch that breaks down into
smaller pieces, which can then be han-
dled more easily.

Hitch height, which affects the atti-
tude of the trailer, is another important
aspect to hitch selection. The trailer

PIN BOX UPGRADES
Some fifth-wheel towing and ride quality solutions can be found in the pin box design rather than in hitch design. A couple of exam-
ples are the Tri Glide Air Ride (pictured) pin box from Lippert Components that uses both an airbag and a shock absorber to control
fore and aft movement referred to as “chucking,” as well as vertical push and pull between trailer and tow vehicle; and the MOR/ryde
Pin Box System, which uses a simpler rubber shear spring to absorb the shock from the trailer’s motion. Lippert Components: 574-
535-1125; www.lci1.com or MOR/ryde: 574-293-1581, www.morryde.com.  

SHORT AND SWEET
Since the trailer’s king pin must be just
slightly ahead of the rear axle for
proper weight distribution, there is a
limited amount of room between the
rear axle and the back of the pickup
cab for mounting the hitch in a short-
bed pickup. Using a standard fifth-
wheel hitch, maneuvering the trailer in
tight spaces or taking sharp turns
could put the truck’s cab and the nose
of the trailer in contact with each other.
The popularity of short-bed pickups
promoted development of the sliding
fifth-wheel hitch, allowing movement
of the trailer attachment point back-
ward to produce enough room between
the trailer and the truck for safe ma-
neuvering.

Sliding fifth-wheel hitches are
available in a variety of designs. Fully
manual slider hitches require uncou-
pling the trailer to change the location
of the hitch. Although more economi-
cal, it’s easy to imagine the limitations
of this type of hitch when pulling into a
campground, gas station or your own
driveway.

Another type of sliding hitch is the
rolling manual slider. This type doesn’t
require uncoupling, but it does require
you to get out of the vehicle to unlatch
the slider locking mechanism, get back
into the truck to move it forward, get
back out to re-lock the slider and back
in to drive the truck. It may even be
necessary to chock the trailer wheels
or activate the trailer brakes manually
during this process.

Husky Towing’s design requires
drivers to unlock the mechanism man-
ually, but after that the moving and
latching take place automatically. A
“No-Bind” design ensures that the
hitch moves back, even when the road
surface is not level.

We found two automatic sliding
hitches that move into position without
input from the driver. The head of the

It takes more than hitch ratings to en-
sure a safe setup. All of the components

must be up to par including mounting rails, kits

and hardware. While fifth-wheel setups are ideal

for towing to the truck's maximum rating, make

sure you know the gross combined weight rating

(GCWR) for your truck. Truck, trailer, fuel, potable

water, passengers and cargo all factor in. You may

improve your truck’s ride with aftermarket up-

grades, but you can’t increase the GCWR be-

cause it involves the entire drivetrain,
frame, suspension, brakes ... you

name it. Don’t overload!

HITCH RATING

must be properly leveled when towing
to evenly distribute weight on the
trailer axles. Your trailer and hitch
combination can also affect vertical
bed rail clearance to the trailer over-
hang. You will need at least 6 inches of
clearance, perhaps more if you are
moving the trailer off-road or on un-
even road surfaces. 

You may want to find a hitch with
height adjustment to ensure clearance
and proper trailer attitude, especially if
you drive a lifted truck.

LOCK JAW
Fifth-wheel hitch designers have devel-
oped a variety of mechanisms for the
fifth-wheel hitch to engage, grip and
lock the king pin into the saddle.
Hitches such as the Elite Series from
Reese feature a forged, one-piece, self-
latching jaw designed for maximum
jaw-to-king-pin contact to minimize
rattle and movement.

Some hitches employ a two-piece
jaw design that latches around both
sides of the kingpin. The Curt Q24 hitch
uses a positive locking dual jaw system
that offers 360-degree contact.

The third style of latch is a bar type,
which is the most common design and

http://www.trailerlife.com
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comes on more economical versions of
the hitches. Look for bar latch models
with adjustments to take up slack be-
tween the king pin and hitch to mini-
mize “chucking.”

INDICATORS
High visibility indicators inform drivers
of the hitch connection status, confirm-
ing at a glance that the king pin is fully
engaged in the saddle. The best of
these indicators can be seen from in-

side the truck cab. If a hitch doesn't
have an indicator, it’s difficult to tell
from the cab whether the king pin is
locked inside the hitch mechanism. The
hitching process can also be aided by a
wide funnel — the V-shaped opening in
the hitch head that guides the trailer’s
pin towards the latching mechanism —
which can make it easier to guide the
hitch and king pin together. It’s always
best to visually confirm that the king pin
is locked in place.

Selecting a Fifth-Wheel Hitch

(continued on pg. 48)

Safety is an issue to consider when
unhitching your fifth-wheel, as well,
and many use a checklist to keep track
of chores such as lowering and pinning
the jacks prior to unhooking the hitch
and driving out from under the trailer to
avoid dropping the trailer on its nose
and damaging the truck and trailer.
Blue Ox (800-228-9289;
www.blueox.com) offers the Bed
Saver/Pin Lock, an easy to install fun-
nel-shaped device that allows the king
pin to glide right over it when the trailer
jacks are set right. If not, the king pin
drops into the device and the trailer
stays connected to the hitch, rather
than crashing down on the truck
bedrails, tailgate or the ground.

COMFORT AND RIDE
Hitching is also made easier with an-
other innovation in hitch head design
that allows the head to pivot side-to-
side as well as front-to-back. These 4-
way or omnidirectional setups provide
more leeway when hooking up on un-
even ground. Additionally, the multi-di-
rection heads improve ride quality by
minimizing twist input from the trailer.

Some units, like the Reese R16, use
additional vibration isolators to help
improve ride quality. Hitches with
airbags also help damp the impact of
rough roads transferred through the
trailer. AirSafe has a few designs that
implement airbags in different ways
with a common goal of stopping the
shock flow between the trailer and tow
vehicle. Its 3-in-1 AIRBOX uses two air
bags under the fifth-wheel head to ab-
sorb bucking, surging and twisting. The
airbags also provide control over ride
height making it easier to level the
trailer. Airsafe’s Omni-directional line of
hitches utilize four airbags in towers at
the corners of the hitch that are con-
nected by air lines allowing flow from
bag to bag to provide a smooth con-
trolled ride.

No matter what setup you are looking
for, there is something designed to
accommodate your truck’s cab and
bed configuration. We may not have all
the answers, but here is a good place
to start:
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B&W Trailer Hitches
Companion
The Companion RV hitch by B&W
Trailer Hitches uses its Turnoverball
under-bed gooseneck post as its
mounting system, leaving the pickup
bed floor level and free of obstruction
when the fifth-wheel hitch is not in use.
The head of the unit can be removed
separately making a changeover man-
ageable for one person. Latching is
done with a 1-inch thick, wrap-around
jaw to fit the kingpin perfectly, eliminat-
ing sloppy starts and stops. A fully ar-
ticulating head allows front-to-back
and side-to-side pivoting. B&W Trailer
Hitches: 800-248-6564, www.turnover-
ball.com.

AirSafe
AIRBOX Revolution
The AIRBOX Revolution from AirSafe is
a compact air-hitch system rated for
18,000 pounds. Economically priced
and built tough, the revolution is versa-
tile and can accommodate a long or
short bed, with a regular rail base,
slider or under-bed mounting system.
Using two air bags below the hitch head
allows the hitch to absorb trailer-to-
tow-vehicle forces. Its lightweight de-
sign makes it easily removable. Four
height adjustments accommodate a va-
riety of late-model truck beds. The AIR-
BOX Revolution includes a 2-year
limited warranty. AirSafe: 866-414-
4824, www.airsafehitch.com.

Curt Manufacturing
Q24
Curt Manufacturing makes the Q24
fifth-wheel hitch strong enough to tow
up to 24,000 pounds. Curt’s Q-Series
hitch heads are mounted to the hitch
body using a sturdy bearing, which al-
lows the head to move in all directions
for more movement than is possible
with a standard pivot fifth-wheel hitch.
A three-point indicator can be clearly
seen from inside the truck so drivers
know when the jaws are locked open,
ready to couple and locked closed. Curt
backs its Q-series hitches with a 10-
year warranty. Curt: 877-287-8634,
www.curtmfg.com.

Selecting a Fifth-Wheel Hitch
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Demco
Hijacker Autoslide
Demco’s Hijacker Autoslide produces
14 inches of travel for tight turns with a
short bed pickup. Drivers do not have to
worry about cornering in tight spaces
because the slide works automatically
with no need to think about truck-to-
trailer clearance. This Autoslide model
features three vertical height adjust-
ments and comes with a five-year war-
ranty. Mounting options include using
the Demco UMS (under bed) or its Ultra
Series “Above Bed” mounting system.
Demco: 800-543-3626,
www.hijacker.com.

Hensley Manufacturing
TrailerSaver TS3
The TrailerSaver TS3 from Hensley
Manufacturing uses a dual air-bag sys-
tem that provides both up/down and
fore/aft cushioning. The TS3 operates
on a level pivot point system, which
means the pivot point of the entire hitch
is level with the hitch head itself. The
level pivot system allows the fifth-
wheel to move in all directions without
the jarring sensations that can be typi-
cal of other airbag systems. In addition
to the airbags, the hitch also uses two
shock absorbers to help damp the mo-
tion. Hensley Mfg.: 800-410-6580,
www.trailersaver.com.

Hensley Manufacturing
TrailerSaver BD3
Hensley’s TrailerSaver BD3 is a lighter,
easier to remove version of the TS3 de-
signed to appeal to weekend warriors.
The BD3 uses two air bags and two
shock absorbers like the TS3, with all
the features and innovations of the pop-
ular TS3 fifth-wheel hitch from Hensley,
but it travels along two vertical glide
rods. The TS3 and BD3 offer the com-
fort of air-ride and a longer life for both
the trailer and truck frame. Hensley
Mfg.: 800-410-6580, 
www.trailersaver.com.

Husky
10 Glider
The Husky 10 Glider replaces tradi-
tional roller assemblies in short-bed
fifth-wheel hitch installations with a
composite material that reduces noise
compared to metal-to-metal systems.
The design also eliminates rust that
typically appears with slide systems. A
no-bind latching mechanism eliminates
tension on the handle allowing the flip
lever to release and automatically lock
into the next desired position when the
truck is moved. The 10 Glider is de-
signed for units up to 26,000 pounds
with a 2-inch king pin and can be used
with Husky 16K and 26K fifth-wheel
hitches as well. Husky Towing Prod-
ucts: www.huskytow.com

PullRite
ISR SuperGlide
The ISR (Industry Standard Rail) Series
SuperGlide fifth-wheel hitches are de-
signed to fit most popular brands of
standard base rails. This is allows you to
simply pin a SuperGlide hitch directly to
the base rails that are already in the bed
of your truck. You’ll be able to automati-
cally slide up to 14 inches without stop-
ping or locking and unlocking the hitch,
eliminating the hassles of a manual
slider. All PullRite latches lock automati-
cally and use a gear-driven rotary latch
design to create a tight connection mini-
mizing “chucking,” bump and noise while
towing. PullRite: 877-785-5748,
www.pullrite.com.

Reese
R16
The new Reese R16 fifth-wheel hitch is
designed with a vibration isolator sys-
tem for improved ride quality, and a
contoured control handle. It utilizes a
double jaw mechanism for longer wear,
improved tolerances and to eliminate
chucking in the jaw system. The R16
also features wider mounting points for
better stability; more grease points for
reduced wear and a vertical height ad-
justment of 14 to 18 inches. The R16
has a limited lifetime warranty. Sliders
are available for short bed applications.
Reese (Cequent Performance Prod-
ucts): 800-632-3290,
www.reeseprod.com. q
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Security, sweet looks and fuel savings are among the reasons truck
bed covers are becoming so popular with trailer towing recreationists

the elements, a bed cover can provide better mileage through
improved aerodynamics. As air flows over a pickup truck, it
swirls into the recess of the bed and creates drag, which
must be overcome with engine power. Covering the bed with a
tonneau cover helps streamline the vehicle, which saves fuel,
especially at higher speeds.

A few years ago the Specialty Equipment Marketing Asso-
ciation (SEMA) published the results of a study of the effect
pickup-bed covers have on aerodynamics. The study con-
cluded that bed covers do reduce aerodynamic drag, and as
long as the covers don’t add a significant amount of weight
can also improve fuel economy. The SEMA tests showed that
all of the covers evaluated improved the coefficient of drag for
each of the pickups tested. Fiberglass covers and two of the
roll-up vinyl covers performed best, with gains of 6.5 percent
or better. Overall, based on the 13 different covers tested, they

Pickup trucks are immensely popular with RV enthusi-
asts, as they are the primary choice for a vehicle when
towing travel trailers and fifth-wheel trailers. Unfortu-

nately with a pickup truck, the cargo in the bed is often left
wide open to unfriendly elements and unscrupulous people.

That’s where the aftermarket comes to the rescue. There
are covers designed for almost every brand of short- and
long-bed trucks, and even models specially designed to fit
over fifth-wheel hitches. Truck bed covers, commonly known
as tonneau covers, derived their name from a French word
that means rear-seating compartment. While truck beds are
no longer legal for use as a seating compartment in most
states, the name tonneau has remained in our vernacular.

Tonneau covers are a great way to go if you want to im-
prove the appearance of your ride and protect your valuables.
Besides looking good and keeping your cargo protected from

Pace Edwards Bedlocker Electric
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ACCESS
The sporty Lorado (pictured) is a low-
profile version of the Access Original
with a more streamlined appearance,
sitting just 1-inch above the truck bed.
It retains all the same features and
components of the Access Original soft
roll-up bed cover that’s been made for
nearly 20 years, such as the Slantback
rear design, XT-Dial tension adjusters
that quickly dial in the tension of the
cover, the Lorado’s dual-locking sys-

tem, and its four-edge seal that creates
a barrier against the elements. Access
soft roll-up covers are compatible with
the Adarac brand of bed racks, and
most bed rails, caps, protectors and lin-
ers. Agri-Cover: 866-414-5422,
www.agricover.com.

BAK
The three main designs of truck bed
toppers from BAK Industries are the
BAKFlip, TiltBAK and the RollBAK.
There are a number of styles of BAKFlip
(pictured) bed covers, ranging from the
aluminum G2 to the fiberglass F1, but
this hardcover quad-fold design would

be good for a fifth-wheel hitch. The Tilt-
BAK is a modern take on the traditional
front hinged, flush-fit tilting covers. And
then there’s the granddaddy of the
company’s hardware, the RollBAK, an
all-aluminum retractable cover that
opens and closes with no effort. It fea-
tures a lock, incremental stopping posi-
tions, Teflon-guided rails for smooth
operation and aluminum slats with a
powdercoated finish for durability. BAK
Industries: 818-365-9000, 
www.bakliner.com.

BESTOP
Bestop offers soft vinyl tonneau styles.
The EZ Fold (pictured) is a tri-fold de-
sign that’s easy to install and remove.
There are no permanently mounted in-
ternal rails. Just unfold the EZ Fold,
and fasten the front and back clamps or
fold it to the back of the cab for open
space. The EZ Roll tonneau uses inte-
gral bows to make rolling it out of the
way very easy. The hook-and-loop fas-
tener is also designed to quickly and
easily attach the tonneau to the truck.
The ZipRail (pictured) soft tonneau line
uses the Bestop BeltRail attachment
system, which ensures a tight, weath-
erproof fit and stays flexible in any
weather. Bestop: 800-845-3567,
www.bestop.com.

reduced the coefficient of drag by an average of 5.73 percent
It’s important to take the time to choose a cover that

meets your specific needs. Lockable flip-up hard covers pro-
vide long-lasting durability along with greater security, but
they also limit the utility of the bed to carry tall objects. That’s
where the innovative hard roll-up style bed covers are making
headway in the market. Flexible soft covers are easy to use,
and allow you to carry tall items, but provide minimal theft
protection. So it’s vital to take a realistic look at your intended
use before choosing a bed topper.

Folks who live in heavy rain or snowy areas, or are con-
cerned about theft, may want to purchase a hard cover. For
those in moderate and drier climates, and if security is less of
a concern, might be fine with a soft tonneau.

CARE
Hard covers generally need the same cleaning and care as
the exterior of the truck. Soft covers need more care. They
tend to shrink and expand in the heat or cold, and the metal
or composite stays or ribs that hold them in place and shape
have to be adjusted occasionally. Avoid standing water on
your soft cover, it can stain or freeze and damage the cover.

Hard tonneau covers should be cleaned with mild soap or
car wash solutions; for soft tonneaus use cleaners made
specifically for vinyl. Most truck bed covers will be fine in a
car wash, but make sure not to have any wax sprayed on a
soft tonneau. Regular cleaning will prevent dirt or mold build
up, fading and brittle fabric. Always follow manufacturer’s
recommendations for specific cleaners. Avoid using tire or in-
terior cleaners or protectants on fabric covers; many of these
products are too harsh and could damage the material.

TYPES AND PRICING
Prices vary between different brands, models, styles, sizes,
applications and types of finish. Simple soft covers start as
low as a few hundred dollars; other more complicated rolling
hard tops range as high as a couple thousand bucks with cus-
tom paint and fitment. Keep in mind that covers that need to
be painted to color match the truck will considerably add to
the purchase price. To finish off bed cover installation, apply
truck bed and tailgate seals to keep your truck weatherproof
and dust tight. These are available from several manufactur-
ers, including the Access TrailSeal, Lund Genesis Tailgate
Seal and the Pace Edwards Weathergate seal.

Bestop offers a
number of bed

covers including
the EZ Fold. 

ACCESS

BAK
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LEER
The 100XR truck cap from Leer delivers
many of the sought-after features buy-
ers look for in one stylish, economical
unit. It features a one-piece curved
tinted glass rear door with a center-
mounted LEER Flip Handle lock and re-
liable 50/50 framed side sliding
windows with screens for flow-through
ventilation. You can also specify op-
tional side Windoors that open up
awning-style. The 100XR is finished in
automotive-quality high-gloss
basecoat/clear coat paint mixed to
match OEM color formulas.

Leer’s 100XR also accepts a wide
range of factory-installed storage and
convenience options, including a fac-
tory-mounted Thule roof rack system, a

COVERCRAFT
Although it doesn’t fully cover the bed,
this unique product is designed on the
simple rule that in some cases Mother
Nature knows best. The Spidy Gear Bed
Webb from Covercraft uses a spider web
shape to secure the load with strength
and elasticity. Made of heavy-duty 6mm,
100-percent stretch shock cord, the web
radiates from a stainless steel center
ring that focuses the net’s tension at the
center of the load where it’s needed. The
web returns to its original unstretched
shape and size after use. And it is avail-
able in four colors, and two sizes to fit
full-size or compact pickups. A Luggage
Webb version is also available for rooftop
racks. Global Accessories: 800-950-
9502, www.global-accessories.com.

TRUCK BED TOPPERS
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ceiling-mounted interior Gear Net, an
integrated locking storage box that al-
lows valuable items to be locked up out
of sight, a three-outlet 12-volt DC power
block for electrical accessories, tough
nylon headliner, and a wide range of
other convenience and storage options.
Leer: 574-522-5337, www.leer.com.

PACE EDWARDS
The Bedlocker Electric (pictured on
opening page) is one of the top-selling
hard top retractable bed covers from
Pace Edwards. It’s operated via remote
control, opens and closes at the touch of
a button in less than 30 seconds, and can
be stopped at any point along the rails.
All Pace Edwards Retractable Truck Bed
Covers, from the original Roll-Top-Cover
to the JackRabbit, Full-Metal JackRabbit,
Bedlocker Electric and Retractrable Util-
ity Bed Cover provide secure storage to
maximize your truck’s utilitarian poten-
tial. Close and lock the covers to protect
cargo and improve fuel efficiency. Covers
roll and stow inside a durable, flush fit-
ting canister behind the cab. 
Pace Edwards: 800-338-3697,
www.pace-edwards.com.

RETRAX
The RetraxPRO bed cover is built from
aluminum, and designed to support a
distributed load of more than 500
pounds. Its sealed ball bearings allow
the Retrax to retract or close easily with-
out the use of springs, pull straps, hook-
and-loop fabric or snaps. A patented
low-profile design incorporates a front
cover that is flush with the rolling cover,
streamlining the overall appearance and
providing a firm, dependable seal to help
keep the bed dry. The cover rolls up in
the front of the bed and can be latched
or key locked in any position. Retrax:
800-206-4070, www.retrax.com
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UNDERCOVER
The Classic (pictured), SE, SE Smooth,
SE Lux and Flex are all from the Under-
Cover line. The Classic tonneau is a tex-
tured one-piece hard cover that tilts up
and is held open by a gas strut. The SE is
a one-piece cover made of ribbed ABS
composite material for more strength.
The SE Smooth is similar, but has a
smooth paintable top surface that can be
color matched to your vehicle. The one-
piece SE Lux is available from the fac-
tory painted to match your truck. The
top-of-the-line UnderCover Flex is tri-
fold hard cover that combines the secu-
rity of a hard cover with the convenience
of a soft cover. UnderCover: 866-900-
8800, www.undercoverinfo.com. q

TRUXEDO
TruXedo manufactures the Lo Pro QT
(pictured), Deuce, TonneauTraX and
Edge soft roll-up tonneau covers. Lo
Pro QT is an inside-mount cover with a
low-profile design for a sleek appear-
ance. Lo Pro QT’s fastening system

works with the automatic tension con-
trol, keeping the cover tight and taut,
while reducing wear and tear. The
Deuce is a soft roll-up, hinged ton-
neau cover combination. Deuce lets
you easily reach cargo using the front,
hinged section, or roll-up the cover
completely from the back to haul large
items. Installation is an easy no-drill,
clamp-on process. TonneauTraX is
similar to Lo Pro QT plus it has an in-
tegrated cargo management tie-down
system. Adjustable cargo anchors are

located on the tonneau cover rail
and quickly lock into place to

secure large and heavy
cargo. The Edge has a
distinct arched back and
stylish look. The Edge
mounts to the inside of
the truck bed and works
with most accessories. An
easy-to-use one-finger
release allows quick truck
bed access. TruXedo: 
877-878-9336,
www.truxedo.com.
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in Daytona Beach, FL  November 2-4, 2012
At the Good Sam Rally

Come Join Us!
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torque. With detailed information avail-
able at the touch of a button, you can
also do things such as accurately deter-
mine the best time to shut down your
engine after driving when the exhaust
gas temperature (EGT) cools to a safe
level.

As a rule of thumb, it’s best to take a
look at the efficiency of a vehicle’s cold
air intake, too, when adding a perform-
ance tuner. Bully Dog offers a compan-
ion product, Rapid Flow Cold Air Intake
(#51104) that’s designed to maximize
the performance of the GT Tuner. The
Rapid Flow is a direct replacement for
the factory air box.

The increased diameter airflow tube
and the reusable, high-flow air cleaner
in this kit provide increased air volume
to the engine. When used with the GT
Tuner, additional horsepower and
torque are realized. It’s best to use Bully
Dog’s pre-filter (#51104-9) to help ex-

S
itting around the campfire the
topic of conversation often cen-
ters on fuel economy and opti-
mum performance. Everyone
wants to get up the grades first

without sacrificing mileage. One com-
pany that specializes in making those
wishes come true is Bully Dog, a leader
in performance products for diesel- and
gasoline-powered tow vehicles. The
company’s GT Gauge Tuner in conjunc-
tion with its Rapid Flow Cold Air Intake
work together to create maximum
torque and better airflow for diesel
trucks — especially those pulling a
heavy trailer.

The GT Tuner is a diminuitive device
that packs a horsepower punch. How
can something so small and simple-to-
install be so effective? The GT Gauge
Tuner (model #40420) is four products
in one. It’s a top-quality performance
tuner, monitor, multiple gauges and a
comprehensive diagnostic tool. It is de-
signed to improve towing and overall
performance of your truck by increasing
fuel economy, and boosting horsepower
and torque. An easy-to-read monitor
displays a variety of different functions
and settings that inform the driver of
specific, comprehensive readings to
monitor the action under the hood.

Bully Dog’s GT Tuner allows for
quick adjustment of the settings for de-
sired horsepower range and peak

Tune, diagnose and monitor
your diesel or gas truck with

Bully Dog’s GT Tuner.

http://www.trailerlife.com
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tend the time between cleanings and
repel water from the filter. The RFI
Maintenance Kit (#229000) is used for
cleaning and oiling the filter.

Don’t let the advanced technology of
the GT Tuner and Rapid Flow Cold Air In-
take detour consideration for a do-it-your-
self installation. Both these products were
installed on a 2011 Ford F-350 diesel-
powered truck with dual rear wheels, and
the installation was very basic.

The intake install begins by remov-
ing the stock components. After prepar-
ing the Rapid Flow Cold Air Intake by
assembling several retained pieces
from the factory air box, it’s ready to in-
stall. Figure on approximately 20 min-
utes for this project. If you’re queasy
about doing the work, install the com-
ponents during normal business hours
just in case you need any tech advice
from Bully Dog.

Dialing in Power

The GT Tuner install time is approx-
imately 25 minutes with five steps that
are relatively well described in the
owner’s manual. Additional time will be
needed to complete the initial down-
load process that is automatically
started once the system is in place and
the key is turned to the “ON” position
for the first time. This is a one-time-
only procedure.

Begin by connecting the OBDII

(Left) GT Tuner mounted to the windshield using the suction cup bracket. (Center) Adapter is plugged into the truck’s OBDII connection port
located below the dash. (Right) Power is tapped into the fuse box (located under the hood) using a special connector supplied with the kit.

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.accesscover.com
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Results will vary according to altitude, outside temperature and humidity. All of our runs were at 700 feet in altitude, an aver-
age of 73 degrees F ambient temperature and 25 percent humidity. 

DYNO RESULTS:

1 GT tuner set to Stock Mode, factory air intake 274.82 HP and 595.54 lb-ft of torque

2 GT Tuner set in Tow Mode, factory air intake 288.65 HP and 626.37 lb-ft of torque

3 GT Tuner set in Performance Mode, factory air intake 323.41 HP and 699.14 lb-ft of torque

4 GT Tuner set in Extreme Mode, factory air intake 269.88 HP and 649.71 lb-ft of torque

5 GT Tuner set in Stock Mode, Rapid Flow air intake 282.95 HP and 596.47 lb-ft of torque

6 GT Tuner set in Tow Mode, Rapid Flow air intake 303.12 HP and 634.09 lb-ft of torque

7 GT Tuner set in Performance Mode, Rapid Flow air intake 318.77 HP and 703.31 lb-ft of torque

8 GT Tuner set in Extreme Mode, Rapid Flow air intake 334.02 HP and 728.69 lb-ft of torque

RUN # SETTINGS RESULTS
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adapter to the OBDII port in the truck.
Then you simply connect the power wire
to the truck’s fuse box. Bully Dog made
this step easy by utilizing color pictures
and fuse numbers as a guide, however
not all fuse boxes are listed. Mount the
tuner box to the windshield with the uni-
versal suction-cup bracket, run the wire
harness to the OBDII adapter, turn the
key to “ON/RUN” position and select

your vehicle from the screen
option to begin the down-
load process. Note: You
cannot disturb the GT
Tuner while the initial
download is taking place.

During the download
process the GT Tuner
will inquire about the
specific type of fuel

your truck uses in order to properly tune
for peak horsepower, optimum torque
and octane/cetane settings. If you have a
diesel truck, the GT Tuner will automati-
cally load the engine tuning information.
It took about 15 minutes before the GT
Tuner’s screen prompted us to cus-
tomize other settings with display func-
tions specific to the test vehicle. This
portion of the setup process is simple
and covers topics such as engine tuning
and setting options before moving on to
the gauge setup where the user can se-
lect speed, boost, RPM and coolant pa-
rameters (PID).

The GT Tuner’s large up/down but-
tons are easy to operate allowing the
user to scroll through the options and
highlight the choices. Specific vehicle
options include engine size (displace-
ment), tire size and vehicle weight.

Once everything was buttoned up, we
road tested the truck with the tuner set
to the Tow Mode pulling a 16,000-pound
fifth-wheel. Before the tuner and intake
were installed, we recorded a consistent
9.8 MPG towing on varied terrain. After liv-
ing with the new components for a while,
we’re now seeing 11.2 MPG after logging
about 1,000 miles, with the tuner in the
Tow Mode. It’s hard to discern the differ-
ence between the Tow and Performance
modes, but the increase in power and
torque in the Extreme Mode (with the
Rapid Flow intake in place) is seat-of-
the-pants higher, especially when climb-
ing hills — and confirmed by dyno
testing. The exhaust gas temperatures
(EGT) are noticeably higher in the Ex-
treme Mode and quickly get to the limit
when climbing steep grades, which trig-
gers defueling. We set the parameter to
defuel at 1,250 degrees F to be on the
safe side (more on defueling later).

It’s best to use the RFI Cleaning Kit when servicing the filter in the Rapid Flow Cold Air Intake.

Dialing in Power
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To dial in the performance gains
more accurately, we took the truck to
Lethal Performance in San Antonio,
Texas, a shop equipped with a large dy-
namometer capable of handling a dually
truck. Here we checked horsepower
and torque with the truck in the stock
condition, followed by seven more runs
to establish gains as we added the in-
take and changed the modes on the
tuner. Some of the numbers were a bit
surprising because without the Bully
Dog’s Rapid Flow, the GT Tuner in Ex-
treme Mode actually produced less
horsepower than the truck in the stock
configuration. This makes a strong case
for the Rapid Flow intake because
horsepower and torque jumped to the
highest levels with the improved airflow.
Of course, the Extreme Mode is not re-
ally targeted at the towing crowd.

The Bully Dog Gauge GT Tuner al-
lows for an outstanding array of vehicle
parameters. Some pyrometer (EGT) set-
tings are specific to either gas or diesel,
and not to each vehicle. Nevertheless,
the GT Tuner has you covered with py-
rometer temperatures, throttle position
indicators, mass airflow sensors, injec-
tion-control temperatures, battery volt-
age levels, transmission oil
temperatures, manifold absolute tem-
peratures and much more.

Bully Dog thought of just about
everything from power levels to auto-
matic defueling in case the exhaust,
coolant, transmission fluid and engine
oil reach excessive temperatures. The
GT Tuner automatically resets to the
Stock Mode to avoid damage and a
warning signal sounds indicating the
tuner has made the setting change. It’s
the only tuner on the market with this
capability.

Another Bully Dog exclusive feature
is called the Driving Coach Wizard. The
software collects information from the
vehicle sensors set up from the factory.
This information is then used to help
instruct the driver on the most effective
driving techniques to maximize fuel
economy whether towing or driving
solo around town. The Driving Coach
Wizard then gives you a report card
grade on how well and efficiently you
scored — just like in school. An “A”
means you’re an excellent driver and
“F” means you fail. There is even an

“Epic Fail” notification if the system de-
termines your truck is need of a seri-
ous tune up. The system is fun to use
and accurately calculates wasted en-
ergy and fuel economy.

Bully Dog provides gains in per-
formance and mileage, while giving the
driver the capability of changing the
power level on the fly. This system cre-
ates the power you want and gives you
the tools to maximize the towing expe-
rience, and can even challenge you to

become a better driver.
The GT Gauge Tuner has an MSRP

of $699 and that includes free software
updates. A Rapid Flow Cold Air Intake
kit for the test truck has an MSRP of
$369. The RFI Pre-Filter is $32.99 and
the RFI Cleaning Kit has a retail price
of $16.99. Bully Dog products are sold
at Camping World and other perform-
ance centers. Tech support is also of-
fered online at www.BullyDog.com or
by calling 866-285-5936. q
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by Tom Kaiser
PRODUCTS
WHAT’S NEW PRODUCTS AND GEAR TO IMPROVE YOUR RV LIFESTYLE

Deluxe Stairs
HCCR RV Products and OSW teamed up to build
a line of RV decks and stairs that provide secure foot-
ing, a more stylish look to your rig’s exterior and more
space for storage. The manufacturer claims its products
improve safety, and make it easier for you and your pets
to enter and exit the rig. Models include 40-by-40-and
40-by-60-inch decks and Stairlite stairs without decks.
They all assemble in just a few minutes with basic hand
tools, according to the manufacturer. 

MSRP: $290-$1,200
480-837-4927, www.hofmannccr.com 
Circle 206 on Reader Service Card.

PRODUCTSPOTLIGHT

Traveler’s Grill
Be prepared to grill on the go with
Esbit’s Foldable BBQ Box that col-
lapses for convenient storage while
traveling. Its sides collapse to drasti-
cally reduce its storage footprint,
and it quickly sets up for instant
grilling wherever you roam. Simply
pull open the sides of the grill, pour
in charcoal, ignite and set it up in
one of three height-adjustable posi-
tions. A nylon charcoal bag has a wa-
terproof coating to save space in
your rig, without making a mess, and
an included storage bag has a strap
for easy carrying. 

MSRP: $89.99
888-297-6062, www.industrialrev.com
Circle 204 on Reader Service Card.

In-Car Speakerphone
Make calls (where legal), send and re-
ceive text messages or stream music
from your cell phone without ever tak-
ing your hands off the steering wheel
with Motorola’s stylish Roadster 2
universal Bluetooth in-car speaker-
phone. It clips on to your vehicle’s sun
visor, and uses voice controls to con-
trol messaging, phone and audio con-
trols. An available My Motospeak App
can also read your texts, and keep you
apprised of caller ID and current bat-
tery level. As a bonus, it also remem-
bers where you parked your vehicle
and directs you back to its location. 

MSRP: $99.99
866-289-6686, www.motorola.com
Circle 205 on Reader Service Card.

Odorless Lubricant
Looking for a multi-purpose, non-
smelly, penetrating lubricant spray
that’s not oily? LiquiFix is safe for
use on all materials, won’t stain, is
non-toxic and is safe to use around
children and pets, according to the
manufacturer. It’s said to prevent
rust, lasts longer than other spray
lubes and can be used anywhere, in-
cluding inside your RV, without con-
taminating food or leaving residual
stains or odors. LiquiFix is available
in convenient pump-spray bottles in
two sizes.  

MSRP: $1.99 (2 oz.) to $11.99 (16 oz.)
877-235-3772, www.liquifix.com
Circle 203 on Reader Service Card.

http://www.trailerlife.com
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PERFORMANCE CORNER TECHNOLOGY | ACCESSORIES | NEWS by Ken Freund

Monroe Shocks – Jounce and Rebound
Drivers who demand greater performance from their vehicle often start by modify-
ing the engine, but increased engine power often has a way of rattling loose any
weak links in other parts of the vehicle such as tired or ill-performing chassis com-
ponents. Fortunately, there are a multitude of choices in this arena and improving
ride quality and handling on your tow vehicle is very easy and reasonably priced.

Monroe, a familiar name in the
shock absorber arena, delivers a variety
of products for improving the ride qual-
ity of your tow vehicle, trailer or slide-in
truck camper hauler. The company
even makes products to fit motorhome
applications. 

Monroe offers a number of shocks
that are well-suited to trailering and
hauling applications, but its premium
Sensa-Trac products are designed to
adjust rapidly with changing road and
weight conditions, delivering enhanced
control and ride comfort.

The Sensa-Trac truck shock 
absorber features PSD (position sensi-
tive damping) technology that combines
exclusive precision tapered grooves in
the pressure tube with application-
engineered valving and Fluon-banded
pistons to improve the ride, handling and
safety characteristics for optimum light-
truck ride control. All-weather fluid con-
tains special modifiers to reduce friction
and ensure smooth rod reaction in a
wide range of temperatures.

Monroe’s Max-Air air-adjustable
shock absorbers are for vehicles that
occasionally haul heavy loads or tow
trailers. Large-volume air chambers
are designed to maintain level vehicle
height. They can be inflated or deflated
as needed from 20 PSI up to 150 PSI with
the vehicle loaded and are deflated for

normal driving. A pair can maintain ride
height when up to 1,100 pounds of addi-
tional weight is loaded. They can be
adapted for most vehicles equipped
with automatic leveling systems.
Packed in pairs, they include air lines,
air fittings and an air-fill kit.

Monroe also makes a variety of other
shocks, including the Reflex, Gas Mag-
num and Monroe-Matic Plus, and addi-
tional products including steering
stabilizers, Max-Lift gas charged sup-
port for lifting hatch lids and camper
shell doors, and shock absorber retrofit
kits for trailers. Visit www.monroe.com
or call 734-384-7809 for additional infor-
mation.

Study States Tire Problems
At Fault In 5 Percent Of
Crashes
Research by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration (NHTSA)
using crash data from
2005-07 determined
that 5 percent of the
crashed vehicles had
tire problems.
These were
mainly underin-
flated or
poorly
main-

tained tires, and vehicles with tires un-
derinflated by 25 percent were three
times as likely to be involved in a crash
related to tire problems. Tires with worn-
out treads showed a large increase in
crash involvement. Inclement weather
further raises the risk of crashes. In the
study more than 11 percent of the acci-
dent-vehicles had tire-related problems
during bad weather, compared to almost
4 percent in good weather.

All 2008 model year or newer pas-
senger cars, light trucks and vans with a
gross vehicle weight rating less than
10,000 pounds are required to be
equipped with a tire pressure monitoring

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.monroe.com
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Correct Track II 
Trailer Axle 
Alignment Kit

Laser  
Alignment  
Tool

Target  
Plate

Tire blow-out is the #1 worry facing RV’ers today!

And now with the Correct Track suspension alignment system, you can put 
those worries to rest.  The primary focus of the Correct Track system is safety.  
Using our patent pending design, Correct Track bolts on to the trailer’s existing 
spring axle hangers and properly aligns trailer suspension.  Tires will now run 
cooler and longer, lessening the chance for tire blow-out.  

T
advantage of the Correct Track Laser Alignment Program.  
With this program, customers get a laser alignment 
inspection, tire tread wear measurements, air pressure 
check, suspension inspection and written report.  All     
        training and equipment is furnished by the Mobile     

 
 

        details at  574-312-6654.

Illustration of 
Correct Track 
Laser Alignment 
System

Rubberized Suspension Enhancement

PERFORMANCE CORNER

system (TPMS). These systems detect
and warn drivers when tire pressure
drops below 25 percent of the recom-
mended level. However, with a heavily
laden vehicle 25 percent under-inflation
is dangerous, and there are millions of
older vehicles on the road without TPMS.
Therefore perform frequent checks when
towing to ensure tires are inflated to the
proper pressure and check treadwear.

More Details Leaked on GM’s
Next Trucks
As development continues on the next
generation of General Motor’s full-size
pickup trucks — expected to go on sale
in 2014 — leaked information suggests
that the eight-speed Hydra-Matic auto-
matic transmission announced earlier
will not be ready for the launch of the
next-gen trucks. The 2014 Silverado and
Sierra trucks will be available initially
with six-speed automatic transmissions
with the eight-speeds offered on certain
models at a later date. 

Evolutionary design changes, rather
than a radical departure from the current
shape and footprint, will focus on reduc-

ing weight with lighter materials and
plastics. Additional information leaked
suggests the trucks will offer updated
small-block V-8 engines with direct in-
jection, an updated combustion system
design and will be E85-compatible. 

Black Boxes Coming in 2015?
The U.S. Senate passed legislation (in
Section 31406 of S.B. 1813) that could
require the installation of “black box”
data recorders, beginning with new
2015 model year vehicles. Such devices
(which record vehicle speed, throttle
position and brake application) could
benefit law-enforcement agencies and
insurance companies investigating
crashes, but black boxes pose several
issues including privacy and cost. The
law states that vehicle owners have
ownership of their black-box data, un-
less the owner/lessee consents to
share it, a court subpoenas it, or there’s
a life-threatening accident. The Secre-
tary of Transportation must report on
black box cost in two years, but by then
2015 model year vehicles will almost be
in production. q
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HANDS ON PORTABLE BATTERY CHARGING article and photos by Bob Livingston

A Better Charger
Optima’s Digital 1200 employs multi-stage electronics and
unique messaging for greater battery performance and longevity

DIFFICULTY 1 2 3 4 5

TIME TO COMPLETE NO ASSEMBLY

TOOLS NEEDED NONE

Keeping batteries charged in an RV
that’s equipped with a standard-type

power converter can be an exercise in
futility. While many owners think they
are doing the right thing by plugging
their rig into 120-volt AC power, the typ-
ical converter/charger in RVs will never
condition batteries properly. Most sim-
ply provide a float charge that gives
owners a false sense of security that the
batteries are being handled effectively.

Optima Batteries, a company well
known for its AGM starting and deep-
cycle batteries has introduced a
portable charger driven by sophisticated
electronics that helps keep 12-volt DC
power flowing. The Digital 1200 Battery
Charger is compact enough to be stored
in just about any compartment and has
a number of features that make the de-
vice user friendly.

The heart of the system is its multi-
stage charging circuitry that initially al-
lows the user to analyze battery
condition. When pushing the “Pre-
Charge Battery Status” button, the unit
will display the state of charge on the
digital readout that mimics a fuel gauge.
This is particularly useful in determin-
ing how far the batteries have been de-

pleted, which should not go deeper than
50 percent. From here, you use the
Quick Set controls to choose the type of
battery and let the device automatically
do the rest. The charger is designed
specifically to handle the requirements
of AGM batteries but can also be used to
charge large and small flooded-cell bat-
teries.

Internal controls regulate amperage
and voltage output, depending on battery
condition, and move the process sequen-
tially to a conditioning mode that com-
pletes the charging procedure. It then
goes into an auto-maintain mode, which
provides a float charge. In the maintain
mode, the charger is programmed to au-
tomatically recondition the batteries
every 30 days for three hours. Through-
out the entire process information on the

“fuel gauge” message center will
keep the user apprised of
mode and sequence. 

There are two ways to con-
nect batteries. Red and gray

clamps with very strong springs
put a secure bite on the terminals.

There’s even a work light built into
the red (positive) clamp that will illu-

minate as long as the charger is

plugged into 120-volt AC power. A cable
can also be hardwired into any battery
bank and then plugged into the side port
of the charger. The cables are stored
neatly inside a compartment that pops
open from the back, and the power cord
is wrapped around a specially designed
molding in the case. A 5-watt USB port is
even built into the side of the case to
allow charging of electronic devices such
as phones and cameras.

The message center in the bottom
section of the status gauge will also alert
the user to reverse polarity and other
faults that will prevent the charger unit
from working properly. A number of
LEDs built into the top panel augment
the Quick Set buttons and status
gauge/message center.

Optima’s Digital 1200 has a rated
output of up to 12 amps via the clamps (4
amps through the aforementioned auxil-
iary port), which is on the light side for
many RV applications, but considerably
more effective than the standard factory
converter in most RVs. The charger re-
tails for $199.99. q

Optima Batteries: 888-867-8462,
www.optimabatteries.com

EASIER MAINTENANCE » The Optima Digital 1200 Battery Charger is specifically designed to
take care of the maintenence requirements of AGM batteries, but it can handle flooded-cell batteries, too.    
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RV CLINIC

FIBERGLASS SURFACE CRACKING

Q While washing my six-year-old Vic-
tory Lane fifth-wheel toy-hauler I

noticed that the fiberglass front cap
has some spider lines beginning to ap-
pear in it, but the spider lines don’t ap-
pear to be separated all the way
through the material yet. I’m con-

cerned that they may start extending
out. Is there a way I can stop this and
seal them?
Lawrence Amidei, Sebring, Fla.

A This is a problem with the outer
coating of the fiberglass, known as

the gel coat. There can be a number of

THE TECH TEAM
KEN FREUND: Ken is a former ASE Certified Master Technician, service manager
and shop owner who has authored numerous books on automotive repair. 

JEFF JOHNSTON: Jeff served as technical director of Trailer Life for 18 years and
has been an RV enthusiast, mechanic and writer since he could hold a wrench.

AMP HOURS AND
BATTERY CHARGING

Q I really appreciated your latest articles and ad-
vice on RV batteries. As a matter of fact, I ap-

preciate all of your advice. I usually trailer camp
where there is piped water and either pit or flush
toilets but no power. I go about four days before
needing a dumpsite for the gray/black water. I may go a week or more without a sig-
nificant recharging from my tow vehicle, so I need to do some battery power man-
agement and recharging. I also have an 80-watt solar panel.

If I have, for example, a 200-amp-hour-rated battery that is fully charged at
12.6 volts, how many amp hours have been used when the battery is fully dis-
charged at 11.0 volts? Also if I have one of those small gasoline generators with an
internal 12-volt DC 8-amp battery charger, would I have to run this generator for
12.5 hours to recharge 100-amp hours to the battery? And the last question, if I
have a 200-amp alternator in my tow vehicle, what is the average driving time at
say 60 MPH to recharge 100-amp hours to the trailer battery?
Dona Kazmar, Via Internet

A A battery is not like a water tank, you can’t plan on running it empty; that’s a
recipe for ruining it. Deep-cycle batteries should not be discharged below 50

percent, so you should think of a 200-amp-hour battery (A-h) as having a 100-A-h
capacity. Also, batteries lose capacity over time and use, so realistically it’s more
like 80 A-h. Additionally, batteries are not 100-percent efficient; if you put 100 A-h in
you don’t get a full 100 A-h out.

The built-in chargers on generators are single stage and don’t do a very good job
of charging. Therefore, you should use a separate charger with multiple stages that
will recharge the battery to a higher level and sooner. Batteries should not be charged
at an ampere rate higher than 20 percent of their A-h capacity per hour. For example,
a 200-A-h battery should not be charged at more than 40 amps, and if it gets hot or
starts to expel electrolyte, you must reduce that rate. It’s impossible to say how
quickly your alternator will charge the battery, because there are many variables, in-
cluding other power demands of the tow vehicle and trailer, lights, fuel pump, ignition,
air conditioning, etc. Battery condition and voltage drop in the wiring will also greatly
affect charging rate. Your best bet is to take voltage measurements during rest stops
when the engine is off to determine charging progress. – Ken Freund

ADVICE FROM OUR TECH TEAM
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RV CLINIC

causes, but the most common is expo-
sure to sun and weather — and once it
begins it will get worse. I suggest you
take it to an RV dealer or auto body
shop that specializes in fiberglass re-
pair. If you don’t have one in your area,
you might contact a boat shop or
dealer, as it will have experience with
fiberglass. Afterward, I suggest you
use a quality RV cover on the unit
when it is being stored, to protect it
from the elements. – K.F.

TOILET REPLACEMENT

Q I completely restored a 1969 Aristo-
crat Land Commander and now

want to replace the portable toilet with a
permanent toilet such as a Thetford
Aqua Magic. I’m not concerned about
the water line connection, that part is
easy. What I need to know is what parts

do I need to mount the unit and what
parts do I need to connect it to a
portable waste tank? Is there a website
that has this information or should I go
to an RV dealer for advice?
Leroy Kotula, Via email

A Leroy, I don’t think there’s a set of
generalized toilet-swap parts and

pieces instructions like you’re hoping
for because each project will be differ-
ent. Each brand and model of toilet’s in-
stallation instructions will detail how to
connect it to an existing sewage system,
probably via the 4-inch PVC pipe that
would exist in many late-model RVs
with a black tank. You’ll need to cut the
hole in the floor, install the ABS pipe
and rig it with a gate valve and termina-
tion under the trailer’s floor for fasten-
ing the dump hose in place. If in doubt, a
trip to a qualified RV tech center might
be in order.  – Jeff Johnston

WATER PUMP UPGRADE

Q The water pump in my old Layton
28-foot travel trailer is a manual

unit that comes on only when the water
pump switch is turned on. I would like
to make it an on-demand system, and
realize I can wire in a demand pump
and leave the switch on. However, how
do I choose between pump models and
brands? Any help you can give would
be appreciated.
Gerry Mayers, Via Internet

A You can choose any of the available
demand water pumps, Gerry,

based on cost and features as with any
other RV product. Even the least-
expensive model will successfully de-
liver water for your RV. The higher-cost
models include more features, such as
quieter operation, higher flow rates,
smoother on/off pump action and so on,
but the lower-cost models also work
fine and are viable options if you’re on a
budget. As usual, though, your best bet

is to stick with the name brands such
as SHURflo or Flojet.

You may need new plumbing con-
nections, but the existing electrical feed
should be fine for your new pump. – J.J.

ROOF FAN REPLACEMENT

Q My 2007 Springdale 26-foot travel
trailer has a Comfort Air Platinum

exhaust fan mounted in the bedroom
ceiling. This unit has been flaky during
the five years I have owned the trailer;
the remote would stop working in hot,
muggy weather, which could be fixed by
placing the remote in the refrigerator.
Believe it or not, the remote would stop
working intermittently requiring the
reset process to be done over and over
again. Finally the fan unit has stopped
working completely and I have decided
to replace it with a manual fan, which I
hope will not be as prone to bugs.

Since the trailer is out of warranty,
the RV dealer where I purchased the
Springdale would charge more to re-
place the Comfort Air with a less auto-
matic one than what I paid five years

“I don’t think there’s a set of generalized 
toilet-swap parts and pieces instructions like

you’re hoping for...”
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ago. I have gone through all the old
Trailer Life magazines I have saved with
helpful repair articles and have not
found one on removing an old roof fan
and installing a new one. Would such a
project be beyond a do-it-yourselfer
with many years of home repair skills?
Alton Verity, Underhill, Vt.

A Replacing a standard roof fan with
another similar model should be an

easy job for a handy do-it-yourselfer,
Alton. It’s a simple matter of removing
the old roof fan and installing the new
one, following the directions packaged
with the new fan. All of these devices fit
the standard 14-inch opening in your
RV’s roof. Be sure to have the proper
caulk or sealant on hand that’s de-
signed for your kind of roof before you
start the job.

You may need to remove a trim ring
inside, detach the wiring, and check for
retaining screws visible from under-
neath. There may not be any, so you’ll
need to climb on the roof, remove any
sealant on the screw heads, and re-
move the screws holding the fan to the
roof by its flange. Pry the old fan loose
without damaging the roof material.
Clean the mounting area, apply the
sealant or gasket material that’s sup-
plied with the new fan, and install it
with new screws, again, per the in-
structions. Reattach the wiring, add the
new trim ring and you’re set. In a nut-
shell, that’s it. Follow the kit instruc-
tions and you should be fine. – J.J.

DUMP VALVE FAILURE

Q My RV is a 2003 Trail Lite fifth-
wheel 5260. Due to the cold

weather we have here in Ontario, all
water systems were winterized prior
to winter storage. When overhauling
the unit this spring I found that both
waste valves seem to be stuck in a
permanent open position. When flush-
ing the tanks I opened the 3-inch re-
tainer cap to connect the discharge
hose and even though both valves
were in the closed position all the
water from both tanks came out.
When winterized in the fall the valves
were fine. I have access hatches that
were installed previously and when I
checked the valves I could see nothing

obviously wrong. The cable system
seemed to be operating the slides
properly. To take the valves out to
check further would be very difficult
as they are in a very confined space. I
think it would be easier to install a
macerator system. Could I do this and
leave both valves as they are in the
open position or would this put too
much pressure on the pump and
cause leakage on the macerator

pump? I was thinking of leaving the
drainage cap locked in a permanent
position. If you believe this is an op-
tion, what macerator unit would be a
good fit?
Del Mitton, Ontario, Canada

A All of the aftermarket macerators
for sale today have adapters, such

as elbows and extenders, to make them
fit most any RV. We don’t have a com-
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plete blueprint file of every RV model on
hand so we can’t specifically address
the configuration of your trailer. An in-
quiry with your local RV parts supplier,
or online, will answer that question.

It may call for some work, but you
should get in to check on the status of
your dump valves. If you install a mac-
erator, you will not want to have the
waste fluids in contact with the macer-
ator hardware 24/7. The unit’s instruc-

tions will explain more about that. Hav-
ing both valves open all the time also
means the black and grey tanks would
be connected; for a variety of health
reasons you absolutely do not want
them joined.

It’s entirely possible that your valve
blades became stuck in the open posi-
tion while the trailer was in winter stor-
age. When you tried to close them by
pushing on the control handles, some

part of the attachment between the ca-
bles and valves probably came loose
rather than moving the valve blades.
Get in there, loosen the blades, and
when prepping for storage next time, be
sure to use approved antifreeze with
valve blade lubricant included. – J.J.

WATER PIPE NOISE

Q My water pipes rattle when I turn on
the water pump. I went ahead and

replaced the water pump, but the prob-
lem still remains. I run the faucets to
get all the air out of the lines, but the
pipes still rattle. Please help!
Mr. Karcic, Via email

A That noise is known as pipe ham-
mering, and it happens in houses

as well as RVs. It’s caused by rapid
starts and stops in the water flow, which
results in fast pressure changes. The
best solution is to install an accumula-
tor tank in the system near the pump.
The accumulator tank acts as some-
thing of a shock absorber that can
smooth out water line pressure varia-
tions. It helps eliminate the hammering,
and reduce pump cycling that can help
extend pump life. – J.J.

BLOWN TIRES

Q I bought my 1995 Thor fifth-wheel
used and it had two or three tires

blow out in just the first few hundred
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miles, so I took it back to the dealer and
they sent me to a place that did axle
work on trailers. The shop put a jack
under the center of the axles, raised the
center, and got the right arch in them so
the tires were running true. Then he
welded a piece of angle iron from one
side of the axle to the other on each
axle. It must have worked because I
have never had any blowouts after that. 
Mr. Ladd, Harlingen, Texas

A You’ve discovered a trailer tire fail-
ure cause that’s probably a lot

more common than most realize. Mis-
aligned trailer axles are responsible
for many prematurely worn tires expe-
rienced by RVers. You were lucky to
find a shop that was familiar with the
problem.

It’s possible excess weight on the
trailer axles, caused by too much trailer
weight or too small an axle, caused the
center of the axles to bend down a bit.
The leverage effect of the tires at the
ends of the axles plus the trailer weight
inboard from the tires causes the cen-
ter of the axle to bow down. This causes
the tire camber to be thrown out of
alignment, which tilts the tires in at the
top, and in turn causes faster tire tread
edge wear due to uneven tread contact
with the road. Bending the axle center
up realigns the camber. Other readers
with suspicious trailer tire wear prob-
lems might want to consider finding a
local shop that knows about trailer axle
alignment and have their rigs checked
out, too. – J. J.

WEIGHT LIMITS

Q I bought a new 2012 Evolution 20-
foot travel trailer with a dry weight

rated at 4,300 pounds. Loaded, it
weighs 6,100 pounds. I’m towing it
with a 2010 Toyota Tacoma 4WD four-
door long bed TRD pickup with a tow
package. It has the 4.0-liter V-6 engine
rated at 236 horsepower, a 3.90:1 rear
end and six-speed automatic trans-
mission. Loaded the truck weighs
4,870 pounds, and has a maximum
gross vehicle weight rating of 5,400
pounds. Its maximum tow rating is
6,500 pounds. Is this vehicle adequate
for this trailer? 
James Levandoski, Via Internet
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We’re the #1 Choice!
LEER tonneaus were awarded “People’s Pick”  
at the 2011 SEMA show by eBay Motors,  
with 3.4 million votes cast
Truck owners have purchased more than  
3 million LEER truck caps and tonneaus
LEER caps and tonneaus improve vehicle  
aerodynamics and fuel economy
Outstanding customer service with our  
nationwide dealer and distribution network

Call 1-888-300-7230 to locate a LEER 
dealer or visit us at www.leer.com/outdoor 
for more info & special offers!

LEER 700

A If the manufacturer’s maximum
tow rating is 6,500 pounds and the

trailer weighs 6,100 pounds loaded,
then technically it's within factory limits.
However, you'll probably find perform-
ance to be pretty marginal, since it’s so
close to the maximum tow rating, not
allowing much room for additional
cargo and passengers in the tow vehi-
cle, high-altitude operation, high tem-
peratures, steep climbs and other
factors. – K. F.

TRAILER TIRE ROTATION

Q We have a three-axle toy hauler
trailer. Should I be rotating the

tires? If so, how often and what pattern
should I be using?
John Pauley, Via Internet

A Generally, trailer tires have to be
replaced because of age and sun

damage (cracking, etc.) rather than
tread wear. But if the front or rear tires
are wearing more due to scrubbing in
turns, then rotate
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STATE NAME

16600 W. Cleveland Ave., New Berlin, WI 53151

1-888-617-7333

Honda Generators
Super Sale

In Stock and
Ready to Ship

Honda Generator
Model #EU-2000i

$899
Free Shipping

Remote starter
available with this

generator $239
Honda Generator

Model #EU-3000is
$1,899

Free Shipping
Full line of Honda Generators in Stock
• Now Available: NEW #EU-6500is, $3,499

Pair of EU-2000’s and Parallel Cables $1,949

Model #EU-1000 $679

Visit Us ONLINE NOW at
www.speedwaysales.com/Honda

CONTACT:
Sue Seidlitz 530-268-3005
sseidlitz@goodsamfamily.com 

TO ADVERTISE IN THE
RV Marketplace
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the center-axle tires
on the same side to the ones that show
the most wear.  – K.F.  

LONG-TERM CHARGING

Q Regarding last October’s RV Clinic
“Take (Float) Charge”, if keeping

your RV plugged in can lead to exces-
sive battery water use, how do those
who go south for the winter and stay
plugged in at an RV park for months at
a time manage to not overcharge their
batteries? I've found no way to have
electrical power to my coach without
going through my coach batteries.
When I disconnect my coach batteries
using the battery disconnect switch by
my door, I end up with no electrical
power to the coach. Could my discon-
nect switch be defective?
Ronald Gjestson, Bozeman, Mont.

A The disconnect switch is designed
to electrically disconnect the bat-

tery from the coach during storage, to
prevent it from becoming discharged by
parasitic draws, so it is doing what it is
supposed to do. It is not designed to
disconnect the battery from the charg-
ing circuit. Having a battery in the cir-
cuit helps “smooth out” the AC ripples
from the converter’s output. This helps
ensure that circuit boards and other
sensitive devices get the smooth DC
power they need to operate reliably. The
problem is that not all converters are
designed with multi-stage charging cir-
cuits and as a result they tend to over-
charge the batteries and cause them to
use excessive water. The solution, if you
have a single-stage converter and are
having problems with batteries, is to re-
place it with a smart converter such as
a Xantrex TRUEcharge2.  – K. F. q

HAVE A QUESTION » Email our experts at: RVClinic@trailerlife.com or write to:
RV Clinic, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N. #200, Minneapolis, MN 55447.  No phone calls, please.

(continued from pg. 74)
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10-MINUTE TECH TRIED-AND-TRUE TIPS FROM RVERS

Drawer Tamer
We have two drawers in our travel trailer that acted as a battering ram on the cabi-
net door that conceals them while traveling on winding mountain roads. On our last
outing the drawers successfully knocked the door off the cabinet, ripping the door
off at the hinges. To fix this problem I installed slide locks on the top left corners on
both drawers (I bought these at Home Depot). These slide locks come with a small
metal plate that attaches to the wall and the latch fits snugly inside the plate. I used
wooden match sticks to fill the holes where the hinge screws once were, and was
successful in reinstalling the hinge screws in their same location.  
Ken Steele, Lakewood Calif.

QUICK
FIX

Bee Blocker
To keep bees and other nest-building insects out of my
bumpers, I designed a bumper cover that’s an effective
barrier against bees, wasps and hornets. I took a piece of
rain gutter cover and cut it into four 3-by-3-inch pieces.
Placing a small screen inside, I used Loctite Construction
Adhesive and glued the gutter inside to attach to the
bumpers. I then sprayed them black. The cost is less than
$10, and it works.
Thomas J. Carter, Sumter, S.C.
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A Dry Idea
For 20 years we have been RVing around the country, and like so many we have been in that situation
of asking ourselves, "What do we do with a wet raincoat, soggy beach towels, etc?" A very simple so-
lution we found has been to install a spring-tension type curtain rod temporarily in the shower stall
to hang these wet items up so they can drip dry in the shower. I have noted that in some new trailers
and motorhomes a place for a rod such as this has been installed just for that purpose and it should
be a standard feature. Jim Wright, Goldendale, Wash.

Draining Under Control
We like to drain our hot water tank often, but we don’t like
the water splashing all over the ground and onto the unit’s
components. I used to make a funnel out of a plastic milk
carton or bleach container to direct the water. One day,
while my wife was vacuuming, I got the idea to use the cor-
ner attachment to aid in the hot water tank draining proce-
dure. The round end of this long, plastic attachment (to
connect to the vacuum hose) fits perfectly over the drain in
the water heater. The attachment is installed after remov-
ing the plug. Some water will flow at first, but the greater
flow will follow after opening the pressure-relief valve.
This simple vacuuming tool allows us to direct the draining
water to the ground without making a huge mess, and the
attachment is always clean.
Robert Cano, Sacramento, Calif.
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To send your submission, write to: 10-Minute Tech, 3300 Fernbrook Lane N, Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 55447 or email: 10minutetech@trailerlife.com. 
Please include an illustration or photo if applicable. Trailer Life will pay you $35 for original 10-Minute Tech ideas.
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLES FOR SALE

ALL MOLDED FIBERGLASS TRAVEL TRAILERS
Lightweight, Aerodynamic, Self-contained,
Remarkably Spacious Floorplans, Exceptional
Storage.  Call for a FREE Brochure.
CASITA TRAVEL TRAILERS • 1-800-442-9986

SELL YOUR RV FAST! Online at RVT.com
Reach Millions of RV Buyers with a FREE AD.
50,000 RVs For Sale - By Owner and Dealer Listings
www.RVT.com or 1.888.479.1099  

RV REGISTRY
www.rvregistry.com
Motorhomes, Trailers & Fifth Wheels
For Sale by Owners
No Sales Commissions
Buyers/Sellers    800-546-8457 

RV FINANCING

RV LOANS MADE EASY!
Private Party & Dealer purchases
Essex Credit Corporation -- Solid & Dependable
www.essexcredit.com -- 866-377-3948

SERVICES

Let us help you BUY YOUR RV ... TAX FREE!
We guarantee BEST service and price 
Receive $100 Gas Card & FREE Mail Fwding
Call  888.430.3388    www.MontanaRV.net  

ACTION SERVICES, LLC
Consult a Licensed Montana Attorney 
No Sales Tax in MT -- Low License Fees 
Financing & Insurance – For Professional Service
Call 800-481-0013  www.actionservices-mt.com

ACCESSORIES

HYDRAULIC DOOR LIFT KITS/BEDLIFT KITS
Lift Kits for Under Slide-Outs 
Replacement Springs
www.hatchlift.com or 303-233-6083 

LEAKY ROOF? Liquid Roof® goes on like paint––
cures to a sealed EPDM rubber membrane. UV &
Ozone resistant — good to 300° F. 5-yr warranty.
800-467-7135 www.AdvancedRubberCoatings.com

GEN-BOX SILENT RV GENERATOR/TOOLBOX
Locking alum toolbox for PICKUP TRUCK or RV
Econo mode: Run 55 to 175 hours on 12 gal gas!
2000 watt surge, 1600 w cont 20 amp plug $1995
4000 watt surge, 3000 w cont 30 amp plug $2995
6000 watt surge, 4500 w cont 50 amp plug $3995
8000 watt surge, 6000 w cont 50 amp plug $4495
WWW.MOUNTAINMASTER.NET 623-451-7121

MOTORCYCLE LOADED IN SHORT BED TRUCK
& pulling RV trailer, fits in truck with tailgate
closed w/o bike, alum structure 1200# rating.
cyclelift.co 623-521-2222.

AIR RIDE HITCH, 5TH AND GOOSE NECK BALL
21000# rating for SEMI or PU,  bolts to plate
or PU bed rails to mount, $1495. Mountain
Master  623-451-7121.

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPS FOR SALE

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OUTLET-SINCE 1991
To buy 800-272-0401
To sell 800-952-0401.
Any Membership-Nationwide. Best prices ever. 

WESTERN HORIZONS RESORT MEMBERSHIP
with AOR. Home park St. David, AZ and 
other West Coast parks. $6,000 or best offer.
631-742-2186.

HELP WANTED

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS––TRAVEL AND
stay in RV parks FREE. Set your own income
selling advertising for RV parks. Up to 65%
commission. Call 1-800-832-3292. Full training

TRAILERS, ACCESSORIES, REAL ESTATE AND MORE!ClassifiedsClassifieds
HOMES FOR SALE

#1 RATED RV RESORT IN S. TEXAS TROPICS
Retama Village/Bentsen Palm Village. Spend
a day, stay forever. Unbelievable amenities.
RV Supersites $40s.  RV Port  Home $170s.
956-380-6500 bentsenpalm.com

NEW HOMES WITH CUSTOM GARAGES
In Laughlin, NV. 50' RV - 40' Boat Garages. 
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Single Story. Energy Star.
800-828-2744   www.LaughlinHomes.net

LEGAL SERVICES

MONTANA LLC LAWYER • SAVE SALES TAX $
on next RV purchase • Attorney operated.
• Go with 36+ years experienced law firm.
1-406-360-3409; www.montanallcattorney.com  

MAIL FORWARDING

SOUTH DAKOTA MAIL FORWARDING/RESIDENCY
Low rates for personalized mail forwarding
Contact us about SD residency benefits.
1-866-202-2163  www.mydakotaaddress.com

SD’s Oldest & Largest Mail Forwarding Company
ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES 800-477-2664
Call us about SD residency benefits
See us at www.alternativeresources.net      

AMERICAS MAILBOX FORWARDING IN SD  
LOW Rates/NO State Income Tax/Save $$$
NO Wheel Tax/NO Safety Inspect / 866-747-3700
www.Americas-Mailbox.com/TL Call us first!

MOTORHOMES WANTED

TEXAS RV BUYER.com 832-883-CASH '90 & up
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#1 IN SALES TAX SAVINGS
PAY NO SALES TAX! We have helped 1000's save
over the past 17 yrs. Call & talk to a CPA for
professional, friendly service! www.rvtax.com
Mountain States Consulting     800-565-4504

WHY IMPOSE ON FRIENDS?
Ask about our low cost personalized services:
15 years experienced • Mail and Vehicle Tags
1-888-494-4499 www.  myhomeaddressinc.com

TOURS

RV Tours & Rallies across North America
Alaska • Canada • USA • Mexico + Overseas
Visit www.AdventureCaravans.com or 
call for your FREE Catalog 800-872-7897

TOW VEHICLE/TRAILER PACKAGES

2010 MOUNTAIN MASTER HAULER, 300
Cummins auto, 15 mpg solo, seats 6, all air
ride, huge stor. New Horizons RV 38' 3 S/O, 
r L/R, rustic cherry, King, 3 axle disc brks,
loaded. Sell sep. 623-451-7121..  

TOW VEHICLES FOR SALE

2000 FL-60 TOY HAULER 300 CAT, AUTO.
New custom seats and carpet, all air ride,
huge storage & tool boxes, load Rhino-mc-
Smart car-quad, 5th hitch. $34K. 623-451-7121.

WANTED: USED MOUNTAIN MASTER RV TRUCKS
Please call if you need to sell your medium duty
RV truck or Teton 5th wheel. WE SELL TRUCKS.
888-838-6678, www.mountainmaster.net

TRAVEL TRAILERS/5TH WHEELS

NEW 2013 DRV MOBILE SUITES 36RSSB3: 
LOADED Only $93,013 Ask For Our Magazine Reader's
Discount New units-Loaded. Cust order avail at no chg.
Guar Best Price! More info at 877-317-2688. View
Full Line of New/Used Units.  www.rvs4less.net

NEW 2013 Heartland Landmark Grand Canyon
Full Body Paint. Loaded Only $68,900! Guar Best
Price! 877-317-2688. New units-Loaded. Cust order
avail no chg. View New/Used Units. www.rvs4less.net

EGGCAMPER LIGHTWEIGHT AERODYNAMIC
EASY TOW MOLDED FIBERGLASS travel trailer
EASY CLEAN MOLDED INTERIOR
www.eggcamper.com  616-437-9255

NuWa offers full body paint for 2012
29'-40' models $55,000 - $100,000.
Largest selection of New/Used 5th's. 
Call 1-800-835-0676 or email sales@nuwa.com

1999 34' DUTCHMEN 5TH AVE.
Model 34RLRD-Dbl slide, A/C, W/D, elec jks,
blue interior, orig owner, many extra, xlnt
cond. Used 4X. $15,000 OBO. 815-675-1003,
kick8790@yahoo.com

TRAILERS FOR SALE

LEES-URE LITE TENT TRAILERS--SAVE GAS!
Lightweight Popup Tent Trailers can be towed
by Small Cars. www.tent-trailer.com 
Call 1-800-660-0933 for nearest Distributor.

Private Parties: $30 per line, 
four-line minimum, 40 characters/
spaces per line. Add $65 for color
photo. All red text add $25.

Commercial: $72 per line, four-line
minimum, 40 characters/spaces
per line. For photo ads (limited to
RVs and real estate), add $95 B/W
or $115 color. For logo add $95 B/W,
$115 color. No category limitations
for logos. All red text add $50.

Display Advertising: 1” ad B/W
$395. 2” ad B/W $675. Add $75 for
color. Frequency discounts apply.

Payment: Check, VISA, MasterCard,
Discover, American Express.
Email: kathy.schurman@goodsam-
family.com 
Phone: (763) 383-4437
Fax: (763) 383-4499
Mail: Trailer Life

Attn: Classified Dept.
3300 Fernbrook Lane N.
Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55447

Classified Rates

http://www.trailerlife.com
http://www.rvtax.com
http://www.myhomeaddressinc.com
http://www.adventurecaravans.com
http://www.mountainmaster.net
http://www.rvs4less.net
http://www.eggcamper.com
http://www.tent-trailer.com
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AMERICA’S
OUTBACK by Bill Graves

Mounted on a stone pedestal beside
State Route 79 in Arizona is a black-

iron silhouette of a rider-less bronco. It
marks the spot where Tom Mix — star of
silent movies and a noted circus per-
former — was killed. In 1940, 17 miles
south of Florence, Ariz., Mix was driving
alone and apparently ignored a warning

sign that the bridge over the gully was out. He stopped fast
and the aluminum suitcase he positioned in the backseat
went flying forward hitting him in the back of the head as he
crashed through a road barrier. He was 60 years old. The
1937 Cord he was driving ended upside down in a gully
that’s now called Tom Mix Wash.

I came upon this site 10 years ago en route to Tucson.
It’s hard to miss. The road here is long and flat, surrounded
by desert scrub and an occasional cactus. The iron statue
even has several bullet holes in it. 

Seeing this marker – count it among the discoveries we
make in our travels – was like walking in at the end of a
movie. It leaves us with more questions than answers.

While standing in the Tom Mix Museum in Dewey, Okla. I
would think that a namesake museum should rightly be
were the guy grew up. Not so. Tom Mix grew up in Pennsyl-
vania. This is where his third wife, Olive Stokes, grew up. He
came here in 1909 and was the town marshal for a while. A
man who lived fast and restlessly, he had five wives and
may well have had more, if he lived longer.

Mix made his living with horses throughout his life. He
started out as a cowboy working all over the West, and later
lived here in Oklahoma. A life-sized likeness of his most fa-
mous horse, Tony, is the centerpiece of the museum.   

One display tells of his stint in the Army, serving in the
Spanish-American War. It says eventually “he left without
telling Uncle Sam good bye.”

“The Army still lists him as a deserter,” Dwane Price,
secretary of the museum’s board, told me. 

Leaving the army without notice makes it hard to enter a
community leadership role, so it’s strange that Mix was ever
given the position of marshal.

“That was 1912. Guess you’d say the information age
never caught up with him. Actually the marshal job was kin
to being a security guard.”

“He made 339 movies between 1910 and 1935, all but

Western Stars
Rising Fast and Bright

five or six were silent films – mostly ‘one-reelers’ that ran
about 15 minutes. When ‘talkies’ came in, he bowed out.
Some say he was self-conscious about his voice. Actually, it
was a matter of ill-fitting dentures. They often clicked un-
predictably when he talked.”

With his movie career over, he became a circus per-
former. During the 1930s, he organized Tom Mix’s Circus
and Wild West Show.

“People who visit the museum now say they remem-
ber the Tom Mix radio show and its ‘Straight Shooter
Club,’” Price recalled. “An actor played Tom, but Tom did
make public appearances promoting the show and its
sponsor, Ralston Purina.”

Mix has a place in American history, he defined a genre
of cowboy movies and was the first of the megastars in Hol-
lywood westerns. 

When an injury caused football player John Wayne to drop
out of USC, it was Tom Mix who got Wayne a job moving props
on the back lot at Fox Studios. And we know how the rest of
that story goes.

Welcome to America’s Outback. q

DEWEY, OKLAHOMA

A life-sized likeness of Tom Mix’s famous horse, Tony, is a focal
point at the Tom Mix Museum. A bullet-punctured black-iron rider-
less bronco stands in Arizona, where Mix died in 1940.
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Welcome to our digital edition of Trailer Life magazine. This format makes it
easy for you to navigate the magazine and provides direct links to Internet
sites of our advertisers, our TrailerLife.com web site, and many web sites to
supplement our editorial features.

We hope you enjoy reading our Digital Trailer Life magazine, and we encourage your
comments and suggestions to our editor at sbourdon@goodsamfamily.com

Click on the TrailerLife.com button to go directly 
to our Web site.

Click on the User Guide button on any page to bring you back
to this page.

Click on the Contents button to take you to the Table of
Contents page from anywhere in the magazine.

Click on the Arrow buttons to navigate between pages.

Click on the Magnify glass buttons to zoom in and zoom out.

Here are some tips on how to use Digital Trailer Life:

When the hand icon changes to a pointing finger, it indicates a link to a 
web site or to another page in the magazine.

http://www.trailerlife.com
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